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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In many instances, advances in technology are changing 

the role of the human from that of system link to that of 

system monitor. Davies and Parasuraman (1982) indicated 

that the increasing complexity of man-machine systems has 

created situations in which humans must monitor complex 

processes attempting to detect malfunctions or emergency 

conditions. These authors stated that "as monitoring and 

supervisory functions become more important, failures of 

vigilance in process control operators may constitute an 

increasingly serious problem" (p. 218). The following 

passage from Weiner (1984) illustrates the problem. 

Our mechanized society relies heavily on the human's 
imperfect ability to gather information from displays, 
and make decision as to whether this information 
indicates a normal or abnormal condition. Furthermore, 
the cost of failure is ever increasing, as a 
consequence of such diverse causes as: (1) 
concentration of energy sources; (2) concentration of 
population, in living and working habitats, and in 
passenger vehicles; (3) enormous dollar judgments in 
civil torts; (4) extremely high capital costs for 
equipment. (Weiner, 1984, p. 208) 

As examples, Weiner also mentioned the importance of 

human vigilance in inspection tasks, driving and flying. 

Similar observations were made by Craig (1984) who pointed 



to a number of real world situations in which sustained 

attention is required and less than optimal vigilance 

performance has been observed (e.g., inspection). It 

appears that the need to understand vigilance performance 

remains an important part of Human Factors research. 

The problem of understanding vigilance performance is 

not a new one and research towards this end has been quite 

extensive. Since the classic studies of Mackworth (1948, 

1950) approximately 1000 studies have been conducted in this 

area (Mackie, 1987) (for a review of the history of 

vigilance research see Appendix A). Perhaps the most 

important finding within this research tradition is that 

individuals are generally unable to maintain optimal 

performance over extended vigils and that a decline in 

performance takes place over time (Dember and Warm, 1979). 

Davies and Parasuraman (1982) have called this phenomenon 

the 'vigilance decrement' and note that theories regarding 

vigilance performance have focused primarily on factors 

which determine the occurrence of this decrement. 

During the 40 years since Mackworth's early studies, 

numerous variables have been identified as affecting 

performance on vigilance tasks. In a recent review, Mackie 

(1987) provided a partial listing of these variables. 
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including 12 signal characteristics (e.g., signal rate, 

signal complexity, etc.) and 22 other independent variables 

(e.g., task duration, number of sessions, etc.). As Mackie 

argued, however, relatively little work was aimed at 

developing countermeasures which would improve vigilance 

performance. In fact, thus far only three general 

principles have been provided: "(a) reduce uncertainties, 

particularly those pertaining to signal characteristics and 

spatial factors; (b) motivate or stimulate the operator, to 

make the task more challenging or interesting; and (c) 

optimize the operating conditions by including a moderate 

degree of stress" (Craig, 1984, p. 269). Considering the 

tremendous amount of research conducted in the area it seems 

surprising that only three principles for improving 

vigilance performance have been provided. 

Mackie (1987) suggested that the reason so little can 

be concluded regarding the improvement of vigilance 

performance is because the majority of laboratory research 

was ill-directed. Mackie argued that the majority of 

variables studied were chosen based not on real-world 

problems but on experimental convenience. As evidence, 

Mackie cited a study by Wylie, Mackie and Smith (1985) who 

interviewed 212 sonar operators to determine what stressors 



the operators considered the major determinants of their 

performance. This study found that boredom and fatigue were 

ranked by these operators as the stressors having the most 

serious impact on their performance. Additionally, a number 

of the more popular variables studied in laboratory settings 

(e.g., heat, noise, vibration) were ranked by these same 

operators as having relatively little impact on their 

performance. Based on these findings Mackie suggested the 

need for research regarding the effects of monotony and 

fatigue in vigilance performance. 

Mackie's suggestion represents a point well taken. 

Researchers in the area of vigilance performance would 

probably agree that vigilance tasks, by and large, represent 

monotonous tasks. This is in part due to the nature of the 

average vigilance task. Jerison (1970) and Warm (1977, 

1984) have provided what they consider to be the four 

primary characteristics of vigilance tasks: 

(1) the task is prolonged and continuous, often lasting 
for half an hour or more; (2) the signals to be 
detected are usually clearly perceivable when the 
observer is alerted to them, but would seem 'weak' to 
most observers because they are not 'compelling 
changes' in the observer's operating environment; (3) 
the signals to be detected occur infrequently, 
aperiodically and without forewarning; and (4) the 
observer's response typically has no effect upon the 
probability of appearance of critical signals. (Warm, 
1984, p. 6) 



Obviously, not all vigilance tasks adhere strictly to these 

characteristics. Nevertheless, Warm (1984) suggested that 

these four characteristics do represent the overall nature 

of the vigilance situation. And, it is probably the 

monotonous form of stimulation related to these 

characteristics which led the sonar operators in Wylie et 

al. (1985), cited in Mackie (1987), to rank monotony and 

boredom as the major determinants of their performance. 

Unfortunately, research in the areas of monotony and 

boredom is limited. This point was made by Perkins and Hill 

(1985) who noted that "although boredom appears to be a 

common and important phenomenon it remains poorly 

understood" (p. 221). Perkins and Hill suggested that the 

reason for the lack of understanding concerns the inaccuracy 

of the basic assumptions researchers have regarding boredom. 

Previous authors (Hebb, 1955, 1966; Berlyine, 1960, 

1967) suggested that boredom was the result of 'physical 

monotony' resulting from repetitive or unvarying 

stimulation. While this assumption sounds acceptable, 

Perkins and Hill note that 'physical' monotony is not 

necessarily required for a person to experience boredom. As 

an example, they presented anecdotal evidence indicating 

that people have reported feelings of boredom at lectures 



and parties. Obviously, the stimulation in these public 

situations is more varied than one would attribute to a 

vigilance task and Perkins and Hill suggested that other 

conditions must also contribute to feelings of boredom. 

These authors presented evidence supporting the supposition 

that boredom is associated with a high degree of 

frustration. They also suggested that the high degree of 

frustration associated with boredom is most likely related 

to the individual's need for variety in experience. 

Hill and Perkins (1985) extended their research in this 

area by providing what they refer to as a 'provisional' 

model of boredom. The model defines boredom as the 

experience resulting from the combination of subjective 

monotony with a high degree of frustration. The subjective 

monotony component, it was suggested, is the result of the 

individual's determination that a situation provides 

undifferentiated and homogeneous stimulation. The 

frustration component of the model is comprised of a number 

of task and individual factors. The relevant task factors 

are those task dimensions which are found to be unsatisfying 

by the individual. The individual factors include 

personality constructs such as extroversion and neuroticism. 



The major shortcoming of the Hill and Perkins model is 

that it is unable to provide specific details regarding the 

interplay of the monotony and frustration components during 

the experience of boredom. Again, Hill and Perkins noted 

that the model is incomplete but suggested that the basic 

concepts are accurate. Most importantly, the Hill and 

Perkins framework provides an interesting perspective from 

which to examine the boredom associated with vigilance 

tasks. 

Anecdotal evidence from Faulkner, Swope, and Pesot 

(1986) is consistent with the Perkins and Hill finding that 

frustration results from 'subjective monotony' and that such 

frustration may exist in vigilance situations. Exit 

interviews with subjects in this study indicated that the 

majority were bored and frustrated. In many cases, subjects 

suggested that it was their inability to determine how much 

longer the vigil would last which caused their frustration. 

Further discussions with these subjects suggested that they 

were trying to maintain higher levels of attention by 

allocating effort based on the time remaining in the vigil. 

Most importantly, it appeared that some subjects were in 

fact trying to divide the task into manageable subsections 

during which they could better maintain their performance. 
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The possibility that individuals subdivide a boring or 

monotonous task into more manageable sections may be 

analogous to the following example. During a long drive, 

one may concentrate not on reaching the final destination 

but instead on reaching intermediate points along the trip. 

This approach takes a long trip and divides it into a number 

of smaller trips. Reaching each 'goal point' acts to 

relieve the boredom which has developed by bringing to an 

end the preceding portion of the trip. As a result, it is 

possible to begin the next 'leg of the journey' perhaps at a 

higher level of driving efficiency. In a sense, the 

completion of each leg of the trip helps to relieve the 

boredom which has built up, making the overall trip seem 

less monotonous. 

Such anecdotal evidence led the third author of the 

Faulkner et al. study to hypothesize that one strategy 

subjects in a vigilance task may use to reduce their boredom 

(if given the opportunity) is to keep track of how much 

longer it will be until they finish. By attempting to keep 

track, subjects may be trying to spread out their effort by 

dividing the task into manageable subsections. In this way, 

subjects can attempt to maintain their performance, not over 

the entire vigil, but over the smaller subsections. 



Reaching 'goal points,' therefore, increases subjects' 

perceived control over the situation, thus reducing their 

boredom and frustration with the overall monotony of the 

task. 

Some support for this notion exists in the goal setting 

literature. Earley, Prest, and Wojnarski (1987) recently 

examined the importance of goal setting in performance. 

These authors cited research indicating that goals can act 

to provide individuals with a sense of mastery over a task 

which helps to increase intrinsic motivation in that task. 

Early et al. suggested, and their results supported the 

notion, that increased intrinsic motivation in a task 

results in increased effort and increased performance. 

Additional findings led these authors to conclude that goal 

setting may help the individual allocate attentional 

resources in accordance with a plan directed toward 

successful task completion. The importance of goal setting 

was also suggested by Shing-Yung Chang and Lorenzi (1983) 

who found that assigning goals during a 'boring task' 

improved performance and increased intrinsic motivation. 

It is suggested currently that individuals in a 

vigilance situation develop a strategy or goal, not only 

towards the task (as defined by the experimenter) but also 

towards reducing their boredom with the vigilance situation 
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as well. There are two assumptions made by this approach. 

First, it is assumed that subjects in a vigilance task do 

want to perform well. If possible they would like to 

perform perfectly. Anecdotal evidence from Faulkner et al. 

(1986) supports this assumption. Many subjects in the 

Faulkner et al. study asked if they could "see how well they 

did" following the vigilance task, and this suggests that 

they did want to perform well. Second, it is assumed that 

observing the display optimally requires effort. This 

assumption is consistent with Jerison's observing response 

model (1970) which suggests that subjects perform different 

levels of the observing response (see Appendix A, observing 

responses). Essentially, subjects (consciously or 

unconsciously) determine the amount of effort to expend 

observing. Vigilance performance, therefore, is related to 

the amount of effort subjects are willing to invest in 

observing. A decline in effort is caused by the interaction 

between the boredom experienced during the task (as 

suggested by the findings of Wylie et al., 1985, cited in 

Mackie, 1987) and the subjective 'cost' of observing 

(Jerison, 1970). At some point, subjects find a level of 

observing which does not require too much effort and 

performance (following the initial decline) stabilizes. 
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Rationale for the Current Study 

The current study proposes that individuals in a 

vigilance task, if given the opportunity, develop a time-

related strategy (either consciously or unconsciously) which 

aids them in coping with the boredom related to the 

vigilance situation. Specifically, it is suggested that 

subjects in a vigilance task will allocate effort towards 

the task based on how much longer they believe the task will 

last. Anecdotal evidence (Faulkner et al., 1986) presented 

earlier suggests that dividing the vigil into subsections 

may help an observer allocate effort more efficiently 

throughout the vigil. If such an approach is effective, 

providing subjects with accurate information regarding 

portion of the vigil completed should help the individual 

divide the vigil into smaller and more manageable sections. 

By doing so, subjects would be able to allocate attentional 

resources more efficiently across the vigil. 

Information regarding the portion of the vigil 

completed would act as a form of closure indicating the end 

of some portion of the task. When each subsection comes to 

an end, boredom is relieved. Following each subsection, the 

subject will in a sense begin a new vigil and his/her 

performance will return to optimal levels. The subject 

could then allocate effort more efficiently and performance 
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across the vigil would improve as compared with individuals 

who are unable to take advantage of a time-based strategy. 

Additional support for such an approach comes from a number 

of sources. 

Numerous studies have found that vigilance performance 

is improved when rest breaks are provided (McCormack, 1958; 

Mackworth, 1950; Bergum and Lehr, 1962; Colquhoun, 1959). 

In these studies rest breaks were provided at discrete 

points within the task, with breaks ranging from as much as 

30 minutes to as little as five minutes. In each case rest 

breaks resulted in significant increases in vigilance 

performance. It is suggested that such breaks may act as a 

form of closure which divides the vigil and relieves the 

boredom. When the vigil begins again, the subject's 

attention returns to the task of signal detection. In other 

words, the subject now knows that a major portion of the 

vigil is over; the subject, trying to do well, returns 

attention to the task of detecting signals. After a break 

then, detection of signals receives the bulk of the 

observer's attention and performance is returned to optimal 

levels. Individuals who have not had a break have also not 

had their boredom relieved or their attention returned to 

the task. Therefore, their performance remains at its lower 

level. 
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Another consistent finding in the vigilance literature 

is that knowledge of results improves overall vigilance 

performance (Warm and Jerison, 1984). Warm and Jerison have 

suggested that knowledge of results effects are primarily 

motivational in nature since false feedback also improves 

performance. Such a conclusion is consistent with the 

current framework. Knowledge of results may also act as a 

form of closure such that each instance of feedback results 

in the end of one part of the task and the start of a new 

one. Such closure may act to relieve the boredom which has 

built up in the preceding 'section' of the task. Again, the 

subject returns his/her attention to detecting signals. 

Even false feedback could act in this capacity. Therefore, 

knowledge of results effects may be due to the influence 

such feedback has on division of the vigil and the subject's 

subsequent reallocation of attentional effort. 

But is there evidence that subjects decrease the amount 

of attention they allocate toward observation during a 

vigilance task? Jerison and Pickett (1963) note that, "when 

the observer is faced with a long vigil for rare signals his 

most important decisions may be whether or not to look at 

the display, or (perhaps unconsciously) whether or not to 

maintain a certain level of alertness when observing" (p. 

214). Obviously, the person does not forget to observe. It 
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may be, however, that subjects can 'choose' (again 

consciously or unconsciously) not to observe optimally or 

perhaps not to observe at all. As mentioned above, the 

notion that subjects perform different levels the observing 

response has been suggested by Jerison (1970). Additional 

evidence that individuals have some degree of control over 

their allocation of attention has been provided by Wickens 

(1977). Wickens has suggested that an individual may 

attempt to allocate attentional resources during a tracking 

task in much the same way one might attempt to allocate 

'physical effort' during a physical task. Most importantly, 

Wickens found that by manipulating task priorities in a dual 

task situation, subjects changed their attention allocation 

policy to match the experimentally imposed priorities. 

Craig (1984) has suggested that during situations of 

sustained attention in the 'real world' individuals may 

choose not to attend to display sources at all. Craig calls 

this phenomenon 'intermittent release from the task' and 

suggests that such release from the task may be "one of the 

ways operators cope with the demands for sustained 

vigilance" (p. 254). The concept of intermittent release 

presented by Craig appears (at least theoretically) to be 

consistent with the 'temporal strategies' approach presented 

here. 
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The main conclusion from the preceding discussion is 

that subjects do appear to have some control over the 

efficiency with which they perform observing responses. 

Additionally, the main determinant of the efficiency with 

which observing responses occurs appears to be the amount of 

attentional resources subjects allocate toward signal 

detection. As the vigil progress, the goal of detecting 

signals decreases in priority for the subject as a result of 

the boring nature of the task. This results in the 

allocation of significantly less attentional resources 

towards the task of signal detection. 

As indicated earlier, anecdotal evidence has suggested 

to this author that subjects may attempt to cope with the 

boredom of vigilance situations (if given the opportunity) 

by determining how much longer the vigilance situation will 

last or by dividing the task in to manageable sections. It 

is suggested that knowledge regarding the amount of the 

vigil completed may act to provide a framework within which 

the individual can more effectively allocate attentional 

resources across the task. It is hypothesized, therefore, 

that providing knowledge regarding the portion of the vigil 

completed would significantly increase performance across 

the vigil. 
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The Current Task 

In the December 1987 issue of Human Factors a number of 

articles examined the relationship between laboratory 

vigilance tasks and real world vigilance tasks. Based on 

general conclusions from these articles one of the major 

goals of the present study has been the development of a 

laboratory task which incorporates more real world 

characteristics (see Appendix B for a review of the major 

considerations required for such an undertaking). Perhaps 

one of the most important considerations in developing a 

more real-world task is task complexity. One dimension of 

task complexity is the number of independent display 

sources. 

Although, many studies have examined vigilance 

performance under multiple display conditions, none have 

used combinations of information from multiple sources to 

represent a single critical event. In the real world, 

however, it is likely that critical events will be related 

to changes in information presented on more than one display 

source. Instead of simply watching for a critical change on 

any one display source, monitors are more likely to be 

required to monitor a number of display sources and combine 

the information presented in a meaningful fashion to 

determine if a critical event has or has not occurred. 
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A preliminary examination of this dimension of task 

complexity was conducted by examining search performance for 

signals which occur on a single display source versus 

signals which are represented by changes in more than one 

display source. The complete task is described in detail 

below. 

The task was an 88-minute visual search task. Figure 1 

is an illustration of the display used. Each dial had five 

discrete positions to which its hand may point. These were 

0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 (the values 25 and 75 did appear on 

the actual display). Motion of the dial pointers occurred 

in the following fashion. During the 88-minute vigil there 

were 2000 passes over the six dials (25 per minute). During 

a particular pass each dial had the possibility of moving. 

When a dial's turn during a pass occurred, that dial would 

either move or remain where it was. Whether a dial pointer 

moved or remained still was determined randomly; and, if a 

dial was going to move, the position to which it would move 

was also determined randomly. When the pointer on a dial 

did move, it would only move to one of the positions 

adjacent to its current position. 
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For instance, if a dial's pointer is currently at 

position 25, that dial upon the next pass can either a) stay 

where it is, b) move to position 0, or c) move to position 

50. Which of these possibilities occurs is determined 

randomly. Most importantly, this strategy causes the 

appearance of random movement over the set of dials. 

The observer's task is to monitor this display, 

responding to signals when they occur. For the current 

study two types of signals were used. The first were called 

dual signals. These were said to occur any time two of the 

dials were pointing to the number 100 (two dials pointed 

vertically) at the same time. The second were called single 

signals. These were said to occur whenever one of the dials 

pointed to the number 100 (one dial pointed vertically). 

The signal rate in the current task was five signals 

every 11 minutes with signal probability set to one signal 

occurring approximately every two minutes. This rate was 

maintained regardless of signal type. 

The Current Study 

The current study consisted of both primary and 

secondary data analysis. Primary data analysis focused on 

comparing the effects of tones differing in meaning and time 
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of tone occurrence on vigilance performance across vigilance 

time intervals (from here on referred to as blocks). 

Specifically, tones had either no special meaning 

(meaningless tones) or tones indicated some portion of the 

vigil coming to an end (meaningful tones). Tones occurred 

at either the half-way point of the vigil, the three-quarter 

point of the vigil, or at the one-quarter point, the half

way point and the three-quarter point of the vigil (referred 

to as three meaningful or three meaningless tone 

conditions). Tone occurrence was the same for both 

meaningful and meaningless tone conditions. Secondary data 

analysis focused on comparing single and dual signals under 

control (no tone) , three meaningful tone, and three 

meaningless tone conditions. The single and dual signal 

comparisons provided an examination of task complexity 

described previously. 

Hypothesized Results 

For primary analysis it was hypothesized that the 

meaningful tone conditions will detect significantly more 

signals than meaningless tone conditions. Contingent on 

this finding it was also expected that the three meaningful 

tone condition would detect significantly more signals than 
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either of the other meaningful tone conditions. 

Specifically, these differences would occur in those blocks 

where meaningful tone groups differ in time of tone 

occurrence. 

Specific hypotheses for the secondary analysis must be 

presented with caution due to the inconsistency of results 

found in the available literature. The situation regarding 

task complexity prompted Warm (1984) to state the following: 

Recently, it has become clear that the different ways 
of increasing the intricacy of the discriminations that 
subjects must make in separating signals from noise can 
not only retard the vigilance decrement but can also 
amplify or reverse it. (p. 325) 

This situation, coupled with the fact that to date no 

examinations of task complexity have used a complex signal 

comprised of information from multiple display sources 

results in hypotheses based on fundamental differences 

between the two types of signals used in the current study. 

A single signal requires the observer to recognize any dial 

pointing to 100 as a critical event. A dual signal requires 

the observer to first recognize a single signal and then 

wait for another dial to point to 100. By definition 

vigilance tasks require sustained attention and the body of 

literature indicates that observer performance is less than 

optimal. In the current study, dual signals require the 
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observer to be alert at two distinct points—the occurrence 

of the single signal and then continuously until either 

another dial points to 100 or the first dial moves away from 

100 (in which case a signal has not occurred). Monitoring 

single signals requires alertness only at the point of the 

single signal. There is no need to remain alert, waiting 

for something else to occur. 

Based on this difference it was hypothesized that 

performance in single signal conditions will be superior to 

that in dual signal conditions. However, it is also 

hypothesized that these differences will not appear under 

meaningful tone conditions. This hypothesis was based on 

the rationale presented during the discussion of primary 

analysis. Specifically, meaningful tones should improve 

performance regardless of signal type. 



CHAPTER II 

METHODOLOGY 

Subjects 

One hundred student volunteers from the General 

Psychology subject pool participated for class credit. 

Subjects were randomly assigned to 10 groups, 10 subjects 

per group. 

Location and Equipment 

All data were collected during the fall 1988 semester 

in the Texas Tech experimental psychology laboratory 

(Psychology dept., room 307). Each subject was tested in 

one of two small experimental psychology laboratory 

isolation booths. The task and data collection were 

controlled by two (2) Digital Equipment Corporation Rainbow 

personal computers. The vigilance display was presented via 

RGB color monitors. All computer programs were developed by 

the present author (see Appendix C). 

Experimental Design 

The 88-minute vigilance task was divided into eight 

blocks of 11 minutes each for analysis purposes. 

23 
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Primary data analysis focused on the comparison of tone 

meaning and time of tone occurrence on vigilance performance 

across blocks. Tone meaning consisted of two levels 

(meaningless and meaningful). Time of tone occurrence (tone 

occurrence) consisted of three levels (tone at half-way 

point of vigil, tone at three-quarter point of vigil, three 

tones: one at the one-quarter point, one at the half-way 

point, and one at the three-quarter point of the vigil). 

This arrangement provided a 2 (tone meaning) X 3 (tone 

occurrence) X 8 (block) split-plot analysis of variance 

design. 

Secondary data analysis focused on comparing single and 

dual signals under control (no tone), three meaningful 

tones, and three meaningless tones conditions. Signal type, 

therefore, contained two levels (single and dual). Tone 

meaning consisted of three levels (control or no tone, 

meaningful tones, and meaningless tones). This arrangement 

provided a 2 (signal type) X 3 (tone meaning) X 8 (block) 

split-plot analysis of variance design. It should be noted 

that the three meaningful tone and three meaningless tone 

conditions appear in both primary and secondary analysis. 

This 'overlapping' design was necessary so that a more 

complete examination of the variables of interest could be 

conducted in the current study. 
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Questionnaire data were also collected as an aid to 

interpreting the results obtained in both primary and 

secondary data analysis. 

Procedure 

Data for two subjects were collected during each 

experimental session. Subjects were welcomed to the 

laboratory and asked to read and sign informed consent forms 

(see Appendix D). Next, all subjects were given a generic 

description of the task (see Appendix E). Following 

preliminary instructions, all subjects participated in an 11 

minute practice session to ensure that each subject 

understood the task. The practice session had two goals. 

The first was to allow the subject to become accustomed to 

the experimental surroundings. The second was to ensure 

that the subject understood the task. Subjects who were 

unable to understand the task after sufficient practice 

received credit for their participation and were politely 

dismissed. Sufficient task understanding was defined as 

correctly identifying at least four of the five signals 

presented during the practice session. 

After completing the practice session, each subject was 

provided some additional instructions based on the group to 

which the subject was randomly assigned (see Appendix F). 
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The instructions referred to the periodic 'beeps' which 

occurred in all conditions (except control conditions). 

Specifically, subjects in 'meaningful tone' conditions were 

informed that the tones they would hear indicated some 

portion of the vigil coming to an end. The specific meaning 

of the tones depended on the level of tone occurrence to 

which the subject would be exposed. Subjects in the 

'meaningless tones' conditions were told that the tones were 

'left over' from a previous experiment and that these tones 

should be ignored. 

Following the vigilance task, subjects were requested 

to fill out a brief questionnaire (see Appendix G). The 

purpose of the questionnaire was to collect data regarding 

the levels of boredom, personal control, frustration, and 

mastery subjects perceived during the task. These data were 

collected to provide descriptive information regarding the 

subjects' perceptions of the task. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The three major dependent measures used in this study 

(hit rate, hit reaction time and false alarm rate) were 

collected during eight 11-minute blocks. False alarm rates 

were extremely low and subsequent analysis focused on hit 

rate and hit rate reaction time. 

As indicated in the method section, primary data 

collection focused on the possible interaction between tone 

occurrence and tone meaning for dual signal conditions. 

Secondary analysis focused on a comparison of single and 

dual signals under control (no tone), three meaningful 

tones, and three meaningless tones, conditions. 

Questionnaire data were collected as an aid to 

interpreting the results obtained. Questionnaire data were 

examined for both primary and secondary analyses. A free 

response question was also included and analysis of free 

response data are presented somewhat less formally. 

Hit Rate: Primary Analysis 

Hit rate was calculated by dividing the number of 

signals a subject detected during an 11-minute block by the 

27 
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number of signals occurring within a block (5). Means and 

standard deviations for each 11-minute block within each 

condition appear in Table 1. Analysis of variance for this 

data (Table 2), however, revealed only a significant block 

effect (F = 2.10, p<0.05). Figure 2 is presented to show 

the block effect. Tukey's HSD was used to assess specific 

differences between blocks. This analysis found a 

significant difference between block 1 and block 4 and block 

1 and block 8 (see Table 3). 

Hit Reaction Time: Primary 
Analysis 

Hit reaction time data were calculated by dividing the 

total hit reaction time within each 11-minute block by the 

number of hits occurring during that block. Instances where 

subjects had no hits during an 11-minute block (4 

observations out of 480) were estimated using the procedures 

described by Kirk (1982). Table 4 presents means and 

standard deviations for each 11-minute block within each 

condition. 

Analysis of variance for this data (Table 5) revealed 

only a significant block effect (F=2.37, p<0.05). Figure 3 

presents the block effect. Tukey's HSD (Table 6) was used 

to examine differences between blocks. The minimum 
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Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations for Hit Rate: Primary Analysis 

Block 

Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Tone at 1/2 

MF MEAN .64 .80 .54 .70 .66 .68 .52 .66 

SD .21 .21 .25 .29 .19 .23 .27 .27 

ML MEAN .68 .76 .74 .86 .82 .72 .70 .76 

SD .29 .25 .30 .27 .15 .25 .29 .31 

Tone at 3/4 

MF MEAN .66 .70 .68 .64 .66 .70 .72 .74 

SD .33 .27 .30 .28 .27 .25 .30 .30 

ML MEAN .62 .78 .76 .80 .78 .72 .82 .84 

SD .18 .22 .21 .25 .20 .32 .22 .21 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 

MF MEAN .64 .70 .60 .66 .60 .64 .74 .72 

SD .34 .30 .37 .33 .33 .35 .23 .25 

ML MEAN .64 .64 .70 .82 .76 .74 .78 .76 

SD .18 .28 .27 .20 .23 .16 .15 .21 

MF - Meaningful 

ML - Meaningless 
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Table 2 

Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Hit Rate: Primary 
Analysis 

Source DF SS F 

Tone Occurrence (A) 2 0.0802 0.14 

Tone Meaning (B) 1 0.8333 2.82 

A X B 2 0.0302 0.05 

Subj(A X B) 54 15.9630 

Block (C) 7 0.5905 2.10* 

A X C 14 0.5905 1.17 

B X C 7 0.4240 1.68 

A X B X C 14 0.1685 0.33 

C X Subj(A X B) 378 13.5890 

Total 479 32.2067 

* p<0.05 
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Table 3 

Tukey's HSD Difference Table for Hit Rate Significant Block 
Effect: Primary Analysis 

Block 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 * . 083 .023 .100 .067 .053 .067 .100 

2 * * .060 .017 .017 .017 .017 .017 

3 * * * .077 .043 .030 .043 .077 

4 * * * * .033 .047 .033 .000 

5 * * * * * .013 .000 .034 

6 * * * * * * .013 .047 

7 * * * * * * * .033 

3 * * * * * * * * 

Mean Square Error = 13.589/378 = .0359497 

Critical Tukey's value (df=378,means=8) =4.29 

Minimum significant difference = .10 
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Table 4 

Means and Standard Deviations for Hit Reaction Time: Primary 
Analysis 

Block 

Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Tone 1/2 

MF MEAN 0.86 0.88 0.74 0.88 0.90 1.01 0.80 1.11 

SD .37 .40 .35 .33 .36 .49 .38 .40 

ML MEAN 1.09 1.03 1.00 0.83 0.91 1.08 0.94 0.95 

SD .67 .45 .37 .28 .36 .64 .47 .51 

Tone at 3/4 

MF MEAN 0.92 1.00 0.69 0.93 0.70 0.92 0.93 0.79 

SD .61 .45 .27 .46 .31 .50 .64 .41 

ML MEAN 0.92 1.00 0.81 0.92 0.81 0.86 0.93 0.83 

SD .53 .58 .28 .50 .41 .41 .60 .41 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 

MF MEAN 1.17 1.44 0.89 1.07 1.26 1.01 1.12 1.04 

SD .58 .71 .50 .46 .47 .45 .51 .45 

ML MEAN 0.79 1.06 0.90 0.90 1.01 1.00 0.94 1.07 

SD .34 .35 .45 .47 .42 .32 .35 .50 

MF - Meaningful 

ML - Meaningless 
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Table 5 

Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Hit Reaction Time: 
Primary Analysis 

Source 

Tone Occurrence (A) 

Tone Meaning 

A X B 

Subj(A X B) 

Block 

A X C 

B X C 

A X B X C 

C X Subj(A X B) 

(B) 

(C) 

DF 

2 

1 

2 

54 

7 

14 

14 

378 

SS 

2.1961 

0.0700 

1.3095 

55.9319 

1.6693 

2.0155 

0.5125 

1.4268 

35.9070 

1.06 

.07 

.63 

2.51* 

1.52 

.77 

1.07 

Total 476 101.0386 

* p<0.05 
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Table 6 

Tukey's HSD Difference Table for Hit Reaction Time 
Significant Block Effect: Primary Analysis 

Block 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 * .150 .140 .059 .049 .001 .037 .016 

2 * * .220* .138 .128 .080 .117 .095 

3 * * * 083 .093 .142 .105 .127 

4 * * * * ,011 .059 .022 .043 

5 * * * * * .048 .012 .033 

6 * * * * * * .037 .015 

7 * * * * * * * .022 

g * * * * * * * * 

Mean Square Error = 35.907/378 = .0949921 

Tukey's critical value (df=378,means=8) =4.29 

Minimum significant difference = .171 

'indicates means which differ significantly at the 0.05 
level 
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significant difference of .172 indicates that hit reaction 

time performance differed significantly for blocks two and 

three only. 

Hit Rate; Secondary 
Analysis 

Hit rate for secondary analysis were calculated as 

described for primary analysis. Table 7 presents means and 

standard deviations for each 11-minute block within each 

condition. Analysis of variance for this data (Table 8) 

found no significant effects. 

Hit Reaction Time: 
Secondary Analysis 

Hit reaction time for secondary analysis was calculated 

in the same manner described previously. Again, instances 

where subjects had no hits during an 11-minute block were 

estimated using the procedures described by Kirk (1982). 

Table 9 presents means and standard deviations for each 11-

minute block within each condition. 

Analysis of variance for these data (Table 10) revealed 

a significant signal type by block interaction (F=2.70, 

p<0.01). Figure 4 represents this interaction. Tukey's HSD 

was used to conduct simple main effects analysis on this 
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Table 7 

Means and Standard Deviations for Hit Rate: Secondary 
Analysis 

Block 

Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Control 

DS MEAN .56 .56 .60 .64 .56 .46 .72 .70 

SD .18 .26 .30 .30 .21 .25 .21 .14 

SS MEAN .74 .68 .70 .66 .64 .50 .70 .66 

SD .27 .29 .27 .19 .21 .30 .30 .30 

3 MF Tones 

DS MEAN .64 .70 .60 .66 .60 .64 .74 .72 

SD .34 .30 .37 .33 .33 .35 .23 .25 

SS MEAN .60 .74 .72 .64 .58 .76 .76 .70 

SD .21 .23 .23 .18 .32 .23 .18 .24 

3 ML Tones 

DS MEAN .64 .64 .70 .82 .76 .74 .78 .76 

SD .18 .28 .27 .20 .23 .16 .15 .21 

SS MEAN .80 .72 .74 .72 .70 .60 .64 .76 

SD .25 .25 .23 .37 .14 .28 .35 .25 

MF - Meaningful DS - Dual Signal 

ML - Meaningless SS - Single Signal 
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Table 8 

Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Hit Rate: Secondary 
Analysis 

Source DF SS 

Tone Occurrence 

Signal Type 

A X B 

Subj(A X B) 

Block 

A X B 

B X C 

A X B X C 

C X Sub j (A X B) 

(A) 

(B) 

2 

1 

2 

54 

7 

14 

7 

14 

378 

0.6480 

0.0563 

0.1287 

14.1070 

0.5440 

0.7080 

0.3583 

0.3927 

14.8370 

1.24 

.22 

.25 

1.98 

1.29 

1.30 

.71 

Total 479 31.78 
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Table 9 

Means and Standard Deviations for Hit Reaction Time: 
Secondary Analysis 

Block 

Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Control 

DS MEAN 0.93 0.94 0.76 0.85 0.99 0.99 0.86 0.88 

SD .50 .64 .30 .47 .72 .39 .39 .44 

SS MEAN 0.90 1.08 1.07 1.13 1.12 1.09 1.26 1.11 

SD .46 .45 .45 .52 .53 .44 .38 .44 

3 MF Tones 

DS MEAN 1.17 1.44 0.89 1.07 1.26 1.01 1.12 1.04 

SD .58 .71 .50 .46 .47 .45 .51 .45 

SS MEAN 1.06 1.09 1.12 1.19 1.11 1.15 1.17 1.20 

SD .34 .46 .54 .60 .53 .50 .46 .56 

3 ML Tones 

DS MEAN 0.79 1.06 0.90 0.90 1.01 1.00 0.94 1.07 

SD .34 .35 .45 .47 .42 .32 .35 .51 

SS MEAN 0.96 0.87 1.07 1.11 0.98 1.04 1.13 1.07 

SD .39 .39 .47 .49 .39 .45 .46 .39 

MF - Meaningful DS - Dual Signal 

ML - Meaningless SS - Single Signal 
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Table 10 

Analysis of Variance Summary Table for Hit Reaction Time 
Secondary Analysis 

Source DF SS 

Tone Occurrence (A) 

Signal Type (B) 

A X B 

Subj(A X B) 

Block (C) 

A X C 

B X C 

A X B X C 

C X Subj(A X B) 

Total 

* p<0.01 

2 

1 

2 

54 

7 

14 

7 

14 

378 

479 

1.2950 

1.6499 

0.7441 

66.1709 

1.0022 

0.9199 

1.4641 

1.2789 

31.8966 

106.4414 

.53 

1.35 

.30 

1.70 

.78 

2.48* 

1.08 
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interaction. Table 11 indicates that for dual signal data, 

block 3 differed significantly from both block 2 and block 

5. Table 12 indicates that for single signal data, block 1 

differed significantly from block 7. Table 13 indicates 

that at the block level, single and dual signals differed 

significantly only at block 3. 

Questionnaire Data: Primary 
and Secondary Analysis 

Table 14 presents means and standard deviations for 

questionnaire data collected for primary analysis. Kruskal-

Wallis tests (Jaccard, 1983) were used to examine subjects' 

responses to each question at each level of tone occurrence 

looking for differences related to tone meaning (primary 

data analysis). Results of this analysis appear in Table 

15. The only significant difference found was for cjuestion 

5 under three tone conditions. Table 16 presents means and 

standard deviations for questionnaire data collected for 

secondary analysis. Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to 

examine subjects' responses to each question at the no tone, 

three meaningful tone, and three meaningless tone levels 

looking for differences related to signal type (secondary 

data analysis). Results of this analysis appear in Table 

17. No significant differences were found. 
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Table 11 

Tukey's HSD Difference Table for Hit Reaction Time (Dual 
Signal conditions): Block Level 

Block 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 * .19 .11 .02 .13 .04 .01 .04 

2 * * .30- .21 .06 .15 .18 .15 

3 * * * .09 .24* .15 .12 .15 

4 * * * * .15 .06 .03 .06 

5 * * * * * .09 .12 .09 

6 * * * * * * .03 .00 

03 

8 

Mean Square Error = 31.8966/378 = .08438 

Tukey's critical value (df=378,means=8) = 4.29 

Minimum Significant Difference = .23 

'indicates means which differ significantly at the 0.05 
level 
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Table 12 

Tukey's HSD Difference Table for Hit Reaction Time (Single 
Signal conditions): Block Level 

B l o c k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 * . 0 4 . 1 2 . 1 7 . 1 0 . 1 2 . 2 3 ' . 1 6 

2 * * . 0 8 . 1 3 . 0 6 . 0 8 . 1 8 . 1 2 

3 * * * . 0 5 . 0 2 . 0 0 . 1 0 . 04 

4 * * * * . 0 7 . 0 5 . 0 5 . 0 1 

5 * * * * * . 0 2 . 1 2 . 0 6 

6 * * * * * * . 1 0 . 0 4 

7 * * * * * * * . 06 

3 * * * * * * * * 

Mean Square Error = 31.8966/378 = .08438 

Tukey's critical value (df=378,means=8) =4.29 

Minimum Significant Difference = .23 

'indicates means which differ significantly at the 0.05 
level 
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Table 13 

Tukey's Difference Table for Hit Reaction Time at each 
Block: Signal Type Level 

Block DS SS Difference 

1 0.96 0.91 0.01 

2 1.15 1.01 0.14 

3 0.85 1.09 0.24' 

4 0.94 1.14 0.20 

5 1.09 1.07 0.02 

6 1.00 1.09 0.09 

7 0.97 1.19 0.22 

8 1.00 1.13 0.13 

DS - Dual Signal Means 
SS - Single Signal Means 

Mean Square Error = 98.0675/432 = .22700 

Critical Tukey's value (df=432,means=2) =2.77 

Minimum Significant Difference = .24 

'indicates means which differ significantly at the 0.05 
level 
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Table 14 

Means and Standard Deviations for Questionnaire Responses: 
Primary Analysis 

Question 

Condition i 2 3 4 5 6 

Tone at 1/2 

MF MEAN 2.5 3.7 2.5 3.2 3.3 3.7 

SD 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.4 1.2 

KL MEAN 3.0 3.4 2.8 3.7 2.6 3.4 

SD 1.3 1.3 1.0 0.8 1.4 1.4 

Tone at 3/4 

MF MEAN 2.6 3.9 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.8 

SD 1.2 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.0 

ML MEAN 2.4 3.7 2.9 3.3 3.4 3.8 

SD 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.0 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 

MF MEAN 2.6 4.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.8 

SD 1.2 0.7 1.2 1.3 0.9 0.9 

ML MEAN 2.9 3.1 3.0 3.4 3.9 4.1 

SD 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.3 

MF - Meaningful ML - Meaningless 
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Table 15 

Kruskal-Wallis Tests for differences related to Tone 
Meaning: Primary Analysis. 

Tone Occurrence 

1/2 point 

3/4 point 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 

Tone Occurrence 

1/2 point 

3/4 point 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 

Tone Occurrence 

1/2 point 

3/4 point 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 

Tone Occurrence 

1/2 point 

3/4 point 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

Question 1 

H 

0.74 

0.01 

0.41 

Question 2 

H 

0.22 

0.06 

2.97 

Question 3 

H 

0.56 

0.90 

0.00 

Question 4 

H 

0.61 

0.09 

0.56 

Prob > H 

0.39 

0.93 

0.52 

Prob > H 

0.64 

0.80 

0.08 

Prob > H 

0.46 

0.34 

1.00 

Prob > H 

0.43 

0.77 

0.45 
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Table 15 (cont) 

Question 5 

Tone Occurrence DF H Prob > H 

1/2 point 1 1.27 0.26 

3/4 point 1 0.26 0.61 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 1 3.74 0.05 

Question 6 

Tone Occurrence DF H 

1/2 point 1 0.22 

3/4 point 1 0.01 

1/4, 1/2, 3/4 1 0.99 . 

P: rob 

0. 

0. 

0. 

> H 

,64 

,93 

,32 
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Table 16 

Means and Standard Deviations for Questionnaire Responses in 
Dual Signal (DS) and Single Signal (SS) conditions: 
Secondary Analysis 

Question 

Condition i 2 3 4 5 6 

Control 

DS MEAN 2.7 4.1 3.0 2.7 NA 3.5 

SD 1.4 0.8 1.1 0.9 NA 0.7 

SS MEAN 3.1 3.7 2.9 3.3 NA 4.1 

SD 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.2 NA 1.0 

3 Meaningful Tones 

DS MEAN 2.6 4.1 2.9 3.2 2.9 3.7 

SD 1.2 0.7 1.2 1.3 0.9 0.9 

SS MEAN 3.3 3.9 2.4 3.3 2.9 3.5 

SD 0.5 0.7 0.7 1.2 1.3 1.0 

3 Meaningless Tones 

DS MEAN 2.9 3.1 3.0 3.4 3.9 4.1 

SD 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.3 

SS MEAN 2.8 3.6 2.8 2.8 3.3 3.6 

SD 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.5 1.1 

NA - Question did not apply 
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Table 17 

Kruskal-Wallis Tests for differences related to Signal Type: 
Secondary Analysis. ^^ 

Tone Meaninq 

No Tones 

3 MF Tones 

3 ML Tones 

Tone Meaninq 

No Tones 

3 MF Tones 

3 ML Tones 

Tone Meaninq 

No Tones 

3 MF Tones 

3 ML Tones 

Tone Meaning 

No Tones 

3 MF Tones 

3 ML Tones 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

Question 1 

H 

0.44 

1.79 

0.12 

Question 2 

H 

0.56 

0.38 

0.81 

Question 3 

H 

0.19 

0.92 

0.35 

Question 4 

H 

1.68 

0.06 

0.97 

Prob > H 

0.51 

0.18 

0.73 

Prob > H 

0.45 

0.54 

0.37 

Prob > H 

0.67 

0.34 

0.55 

Prob > H 

0.20 

0.81 

0.32 
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Table 17 (cont) 

Tone Meaning 

No Tones 

3 MF Tones 

3 ML Tones 

Tone Meaninq 

No Tones 

3 MF Tones 

3 ML Tones 

DF 

Question 

1 

1 

DF 

1 

1 

1 

Question 5 

H Prob > H 

5 did not apply to this group 

0.00 

0.69 

Question 6 

H 

2.80 

0.31 

0.94 

1.00 

0.41 

Prob > H 

0.09 

0.58 

0.33 

MF - Meaningful 

ML - Meaningless 
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Kruskal-Wallis tests (Jaccard, 1983) were used to 

examine subjects' responses to each question at each level 

of tone meaning looking for differences related to tone 

occurrence (primary data analysis). Results of this 

analysis appear in Table 18. There were no significant 

differences. 

Kruskal-Wallis tests were also used to examine 

subjects' responses to each question at each level of signal 

type looking for differences related to tone meaning 

(secondary data analysis). Results of this analysis appear 

in Table 19. There was a significant difference found for 

question 5 under dual signal conditions. Importantly, this 

difference is the same finding that was indicated in Table 

15. This is probably because the three tone conditions 

were overlapped in the design of the current study. There 

were no other significant differences. 

Free Response Question 

Appendix I presents a list of the statements made by 

subjects to the free response question in Appendix G. 

Figure 5 presents an abbreviated rank order version of the 

list in Appendix I. Importantly, the statements in Figure 5 

were made be at least 10 different subjects. 



Table 18 

Kruskal-Wallis Tests for differences related to Tone 
Occurrence: Primary Analysis. 
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Tone Meaninq 

Meaningful 

Meaningless 

Tone Meaninq 

Meaningful 

Meaningless 

Tone Meaning 

Meaningful 

Meaningless 

Tone Meaning 

Meaningful 

Meaningless 

Tone Meaning 

Meaningful 

Meaningless 

DF 

2 

2 

DF 

2 

2 

DF 

2 

2 

DF 

2 

2 

DF 

2 

2 

Question 

Question 

Question 

Question 

Question 

1 

H 

0.10 

1.15 

2 

H 

0.46 

1.04 

3 

H 

2.39 

0.24 

4 

H 

0.08 

0.41 

5 

H 

0.56 

4.41 

Prob>H 

0.95 

0.56 

Prob>H 

0.79 

0.60 

Prob>H 

0.30 

0.87 

Prob>H 

0.96 

0.82 

Prob>H 

0.75 

0.11 
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Table 18 (cont) 

Question 6 

Tone Meaning DF H Prob>H 

Meaningful 

Meaningless 

2 

2 

0.04 

1.57 

0.98 

0.46 



Table 19 

Kruskal-Wallis Tests for differences related to Tone 
Occurrence: Secondary Analysis. 
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Signal Type 

Dual Signal 

Single Signal 

Signal Type 

Dual Signal 

Single Signal 

Signal Type 

Dual Signal 

Single Signal 

Signal Type 

Dual Signal 

Single Signal 

Signal Type 

Dual Signal 

Single Signal 

DF 

2 

2 

DF 

2 

2 

DF 

2 

2 

DF 

2 

2 

DF 

1 

1 

Question 

Question 

Question 

Question 

Question 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

4 

H 

0.37 

1.70 

H 

4.06 

0.49 

H 

0.11 

0.68 

H 

2.72 

0.95 

H 

1.13 

0.40 

Prob>H 

0.83 

0.43 

Prob>H 

0.13 

0.78 

Prob>H 

0.94 

0.71 

Prob>H 

0.26 

0.62 

Prob>H 

0.04 

0.53 
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Table 19 (cont) 

Question 6 

Signal Type DF H Prob>H 

Dual Signal 2 2.31 0.32 

Single Signal 2 2.22 0.33 

Comment Frequency 

The task was too long. 32 

It was hard to stay awake/ Task was tiring. 24 

The task was dull / boring. 21 

It was hard to maintain concentration / 
attention. 20 

The task caused eye strain. 19 

Didn't like the colors on the display / 
brightness. 14 

The task was tedious / repetitive / 
monotonous. 13 

Focusing on the center of the screen 
made the task easier. 12 

The booth was too dark. 11 

The number of dials makes a difference 
(various comments). H 

Changing positions in the booth made it 
easier. 

The task was simple / not difficult. 

11 

10 

Figure 5. Most Frequently Occurring Comments made by 
Subjects to the Free Response Question. 
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Additional Analysis 

Hartley's Fmax test was conducted for hit rate and hit 

reaction time for both primary and secondary analysis. The 

results of these tests appear in Appendix H. Also included 

in Appendix H are frequency distributions for hit rate and 

hit reaction time data for both primary and secondary 

analysis. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

It was hypothesized that by providing tones indicating 

the end of specific portions of the overall vigil, vigilance 

performance would be improved. 

Primary Analysis 

Primary analysis of hit rate indicated only a 

significant block or time interval effect. This indicates 

that regardless of point of tone occurrence or tone meaning, 

subjects' performance differed only across time intervals. 

Most importantly, it should be noted that the vigilance 

decrement often noted in vigilance studies did not occur for 

hit rate. Instead, there appears to be somewhat of an 

increase in performance between block 1 and block 8. 

Examination of Figure 2 suggests that initially (between 

blocks 1 and 4) performance was more varied, with a peak at 

block 4. Performance appears remain relatively stable from 

block 4 to block 8. 

Analysis of hit reaction time also indicated only a 

significant effect for block or time interval. This (as for 

hit rate) indicates that regardless of the point of tone 

59 
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occurrence or tone meaning, subjects' performance differed 

only across time intervals. Once again it should be noted 

that no vigilance decrement (i.e., an increase in reaction 

time) occurred. Examination of Figure 3 shows that 

initially there was improvement in performance (significant 

improvement between block 2 and block 3). Following block 

three, performance remained relatively unchanged. 

Fisk and Scerbo (1987) have presented a discussion of 

vigilance tasks and vigilance performance which may help 

explain the two findings mentioned above. These authors 

make a distinction between vigilance tasks which require 

automatic processing and those which require controlled 

processing. Fisk and Scerbo indicate that an automatic 

processing task is "parallel in nature, not limited by 

short-term memory capacity, requires little or no effort, is 

not under a person's direct control (once initiated), 

requires extensive consistent training to develop, and does 

not modify long-term memory" (p. 654). They characterize 

controlled processing tasks as "slow, sequential, and 

attention demanding" (p. 654) and indicate that it is these 

tasks (controlled processing tasks) which suffer from the 

vigilance decrement. 
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If it is true that the vigilance decrement only occurs 

for controlled processing tasks the results presented above 

suggest that the current task is automatic in nature. 

Examination of Figures 2 and 3 suggests that early in the 

vigil subjects' performance was more variable than later in 

the vigil where performance appears to stabilize. This 

suggests that the subjects may have developed an automatic 

processing approach to this task as the vigil progressed. 

That is to say, early on subjects were using a controlled 

processing approach, slow, sequential, and attention 

demanding. Later, through experience subjects developed an 

automatic approach which sustained or perhaps even helped to 

improve performance. 

Responses to the free response cjuestion provide support 

for this interpretation. In particular, there are four 

comments which were made by subjects to the free response 

question which, taken together, suggest that both types of 

processing took place during the vigil. The four responses 

are: 

It was hard to maintain my concentration/attention. 

Focusing on the center of the screen made the task 

easier. 

The task was simple/not difficult, and 

The task was too long. 
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The first comment above may refer to the controlled 

processing required early in the task due to lack of 

experience; the second may refer to the nature of the 

automatic processing approach, namely a search strategy that 

once in place required little by way of controlled 

processing. The third may be indicative of the fact that at 

the end of the vigil the automatic approach was in place 

(and controlled processing was no longer required). The 

forth comment suggests that subjects had sufficient time 

(and perhaps training) to develop an automatic approach. 

During debriefing interviews many subjects indicated that by 

focusing on the center of the screen the recjuirement to scan 

the display dials was reduced and signal identification was 

'easier.' 

Secondary Analysis 

Secondary analysis of hit rate found no significant 

effects. This indicates that single and dual signals were 

identified equally well across conditions. Interesting, 

secondary analysis of hit reaction time indicated a 

significant signal type by block (or time interval) 

interaction (see Figure 4). 
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The differences found are most likely due to a subtle 

difference between the presentation of single and dual 

signals. Recall that a single signals occurs when any dial 

points to 100. A subject must watch for this occurrence, 

identify it and respond to it. A dual signal, on the other 

hand, requires that a subject watch for the occurrence of 

any dial pointing to 100, identify it, watch for any other 

dial to point to 100, identify the second dial as pointing 

to 100, realize that this occurrence is a signal, and then 

respond to it. The difference is this; the subject watching 

for a dual signal must watch for a single signal first, once 

this occurs and is recognized the subject waits for the 

second dial to move to 100. In a sense the subject watching 

for dual signals has a cue that a signal may be coming—the 

single signal. Once the single signal occurs the subject 

can prepare for the next movement of a dial to 100. If a 

dial does move to 100 the subject is ready to respond. 

Subjects identifying single signals have no such cue and 

therefore may take longer to respond. It is suggested that 

by block three subjects in the dual signal conditions were 

taking advantage of the slight cuing effect described above 

but by block five, this advantage diminished as the vigil 

progressed. 
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Questionnaire Results 

As indicated above, there were no findings to support 

the hypotheses presented. It was hoped that questionnaire 

data would provide some insight into the nature of the 

results obtained in both the primary and secondary analysis. 

Examination of questionnaire data (Table 14) for 

primary analysis indicates a number of interesting findings. 

Regardless of group, subjects generally rated the vigilance 

task as uninteresting (question 1). Responses to the 

question "I was very bored during the task" ((question 6) 

suggests that most subjects found the task boring. In 

addition, responses to question two suggest that subjects 

may have had some difficulty maintaining their performance 

but, responses to question four suggest that individuals did 

not believe that knowing how long the task would last would 

have helped them. Subjects' responses to question five 

suggest that the tones which occurred did not influence 

their performance. Finally, when asked the question "I was 

frustrated during the task" (question 3) subjects tended to 

respond neutrally. 

Interestingly, while all subjects felt that the beeps 

which occurred had little or no influence on their 

performance, subjects in the three meaningless tones 
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condition felt significantly more so than did subjects in 

the three meaningful tone condition. This finding may be 

due to the greater saliency the tones in the three tone 

conditions would have, compared to those conditions 

containing only one tone. Specifically, in the single tone 

conditions subjects may have been likely to respond 

neutrally since there was only one tone. Subjects in the 

three-tone conditions appear to have responded somewhat more 

extremely then did subjects in the single tone conditions. 

Examination of questionnaire data for secondary 

analysis (Table 16) provided similar results. Again, 

subjects tended to rate the task uninteresting, boring, and 

difficult to maintain attention throughout. Subjects' 

responses also suggested that (in their opinion) knowledge 

regarding the length of the vigil would have been moderately 

helpful at best and the 'beeps' which occurred were not. 

Once again, subjects' ratings for the question "I was 

frustrated during the task" were neutral. 

The free response question which was included provided 

other useful information. Examination of the comments in 

Table 11 indicates that subjects in the current study felt 

that boredom and fatigue were major elements of the 

vigilance task in which they participated. This finding 
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lends some support to the finding of Wylie, Mackie and Smith 

(1985, cited by Mackie 1987) who found that actual sonar 

operators rated boredom and fatigue as major determinants of 

there performance. The questionnaire results presented, 

however, do not support the Hill and Perkins (1985) model 

suggesting that frustration is present during the experience 

of boredom. Together, these findings suggest the need for 

additional research regarding the relationship between 

boredom, frustration, and vigilance performance. 

Conclusions 

The current study attempted to improve vigilance 

performance by providing observers with specific information 

regarding the time remaining in the vigil. It was 

hypothesized that information regarding the portion of the 

vigil completed (or remaining) would act help the observer 

divide the vigil into smaller, more manageable subsections. 

Such division, in turn, would help to relieve the observer's 

boredom from section of the vigil to the next. 

This approach was based on two major pieces of 

evidence. First, the finding of Wylie, Mackie and Smith 

(1985) which indicated that sonar operators believed that 

boredom and fatigue were two of the major determinants of 
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their performance. Second, antidotal evidence from 

Faulkner, Swope, and Pesot (1986) which suggested that 

subjects in a vigilance study had tried to divide a vigil in 

to sections within which they could maintain their 

performance. 

Results of the current study, however, did not provide 

support for such an approach. There are three possible 

explanations for the lack of supporting evidence. First, 

and most obviously, while sonar operators believe boredom 

affects their performance—it may not. Although boredom may 

be a very salient characteristic of vigilance tasks, it may 

not have any significant affect on performance. It may 

simply be that the boredom associated with vigilance tasks 

has no effect on vigilance performance. This would not be 

the first time that the variable people believe influences 

their behavior has little or no such effect. 

The second possible explanation is that while boredom 

does affect performance in vigilance tasks, dividing the 

task into smaller subsections does not relieve the boredom 

as anticipated. Again, while interviews with subjects who 

had participated in a vigilance study suggested that such 

division would be helpful, this may not be the case. 
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Finally, the possibility exists that while boredom does 

affect vigilance performance and division of the task would 

relieve this boredom, the current manipulations were unable 

to cause such division. The lack of a vigilance decrement 

suggests that subjects may not have had sufficient 

experience with the task. In this case, a different 

division manipulation, combined with extended training, may 

have resulted in the predicted improvement in performance. 

Although nothing in the results of the current study 

definitively supports one of these explanations over the 

others, there are a few observations which can help to guide 

the direction of future research in this area. First, 

individuals involved in vigilance tasks do believe that 

boredom is an important characteristic of the task. This 

finding alone suggests the need for additional research 

regarding the nature of the relationship between boredom and 

vigilance performance. Additionally, while the systematic 

analysis regarding the effectiveness of meaningful tones 

found no significant effects, the frequency distributions 

presented in Appendix H suggest that the current 

manipulations may have interacted with an uncontrolled 

individual difference variable or personality 
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Characteristic. The Hill and Perkins (1985) model does 

indicate the influence of personality constructs during the 

experience of boredom. Unfortunately, the Hill and Perkins 

model does not go into enough detail regarding how 

personality constructs would interact with the other 

components of the model to influence the experience of 

boredom. More research is needed in this area. 

Second, subjects in the current study indicated that 

the length of the vigil was an important factor. This 

finding suggests additional research is needed to assess the 

time related components of vigilance tasks. 

Thirdly, it appears that the current task can be 

performed using an automatic processing approach and that 

subjects developed such an approach during the study. A 

primary goal in the current task was to develop a task that 

was more similar to real-world tasks. Mackie's (1987) point 

that the real world be the model for development of 

vigilance tasks is well taken and future research should 

continue to identify the specific task characteristics 

relevant to realistic task development. The finding that 

the approach taken by subjects during the current task may 

have switched from controlled processing to automatic 

processing provides data for considering focusing on the 

development of real-world laboratory tasks. 
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The area of vigilance research grew out of a very 

serious applied problem. During World War II, it became 

important to determine what factors affected the ability of 

radar and sonar operators to detect targets (Warm, 1984). 

Most importantly, early observations indicated that in may 

instances operators failed to detect targets which occurred. 

Such observations were the impetus for research regarding 

sustained attention; and, although earlier accounts of a 

performance decrement in vigilance tasks can be found (Wyatt 

and Langdon, 1932; Soldant and Partridge, 1946), the now 

classic studies of Mackworth (1948, 1950) are generally 

regarded as the official beginnings of vigilance research. 

The decline in performance documented by Mackworth has since 

been documented by many authors (too many to list here). 

More recent descriptions of the phenomenon have referred to 

the decline in performance as a "within-session 

deterioration in efficiency" (Davies and Parasuraman, 1982, 

p. 5) and as a "progressive decline in performance with time 

on task" (Warm, 1984, p. 4). Since the early work of 

Mackworth, numerous studies have documented the occurrence 

of the vigilance decrement and as Warm notes vigilance 

research has been primarily concerned with this performance 

decrement. Before discussing the course of research in the 
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area of vigilance, it may be instructive to provide a brief 

description of the nature of vigilance tasks. 

Vigilance tasks, in general, require an 'observer' to 

monitor a 'display' which presents changing information. 

The observer's task in this situation is to monitor the 

source (or sources) of information and detect or identify 

what are called targets or critical signal events. Signal 

events are specific changes in the displayed information 

which require a response from the observer. For instance, a 

radar operator's task is to observe a radar screen, watching 

for 'bleps' which indicate aircraft. When a 'blep' is 

detected, the radar operator must detect or identify the 

'blep' and make a response of some kind. 

Close examination of situations such as the one 

described above indicates that vigilance situations have a 

number of specific characteristics. Jerison (1970) and Warm 

(1977, 1984) have provided what they consider to be the four 

primary characteristics. First, such tasks are prolonged 

and continuous. In general, vigilance tasks have a duration 

over one hour. Second, if alerted, the subject is able to 

detect the signals (i.e., signals are supra-threshold 

events). Third, signals occur infrequently and 

unpredictably. Finally, response to signals has no effect 

on the occurrence of up coming signals. 
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The Measurement of Viqilance Performance 

In general, there are three traditional measures of 

vigilance performance. These are detection rate (often 

referred to as 'hits,' errors of commission (referred to as 

false alarms), and detection latency (referred to as 

response time to correct signal detection). Also, Davies 

and Parasuraman (1982) have suggested signal detection 

theory (SDT) as an additional approach for understanding 

vigilance performance. 

Within a vigilance task detection rate refers to the 

percentage of signals detected. Usually the vigil is 

subdivided into discrete time intervals (for analysis 

purposes) and the percentage of signals detected in each 

subdivision (trial) is calculated. In general, the 

vigilance decrement appears as a decrease in the percentage 

of signals detected across trials. 

False alarms or errors of commission are defined as 

responses to non-signals as if they had been signals. For 

this measure the decrement in vigilance performance 

translates into an increase in the number of false alarms 

occurring across trials. 

Detection latency, the last of the major traditional 

measures to be discussed here, refers to the amount of time 
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between the occurrence of a signal and an individual's 

response to that signal. The vigilance decrement manifests 

itself for this measure as an overall increase in average 

response time across trials. 

There are a number of important shortcomings which 

exist in the use of these measures. Most importantly, 

declines in vigilance performance need not (and often do 

not) appear for each of these measures. For instance, it is 

possible that the decline in vigilance performance may 

manifest itself as an increase in variability of a 

particular measure over time. 

For this reason, Davies and Parasuraman (1982) have 

advocated the use of SDT as an aid to data analysis and 

interpretation. As described by Green and Swets (1966) and 

as applied to vigilance (Davies and Parasuraman), SDT 

provides a number of measures which may be useful in 

evaluating vigilance performance. SDT suggests that when an 

observer's task is to detect the presence of a critical 

stimulus event against a background of ever present neutral 

events, the observer must (a) perceive the current event, 

and (b) decide whether this event is an instance of the 

critical stimulus. 
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The theory also assumes the existence of two 

hypothetical distributions. The first, the noise 

distribution, refers to the neutral background events to 

which the subject is constantly exposed. The second, the 

signal distribution, refers to the critical stimulus events 

to which the subject should respond. It is assumed that the 

observer is constantly deciding whether the current event is 

an instance of simply noise or noise plus signal. Within a 

vigilance paradigm, if the current event is an instance of 

noise, the subject generally does nothing (that is no overt 

behavior is required). On the other hand, if the current 

event is an instance of noise plus signal, the subject is 

usually required to respond in some overt manner. 

The measures d' and beta are used to determine the 

sensitivity of the observer and the decision criteria of the 

observer respectively. For an event to be considered a 

signal, the observer must be able to distinguish the 

difference between simple noise events and noise plus signal 

events. The ability of the observer to do this is called 

sensitivity or d'. Although the specifics regarding the 

calculation of d' are not necessary here, this measure 

represents a combined transformation of the traditional 

measures of detection rate and false alarms. Beta refers to 
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any bias the subject may have regarding responding 'yes a 

signal is present' or 'no a signal is not present.' Beta 

takes into account the possibility that an observer may be 

more likely to respond 'yes' or 'no' based on a hypothetical 

payoff matrix used by observers to determine what response 

to make in situations of 'indecision.' Again, the 

calculation of this measure is not of major concern for the 

current discussion. 

The major advantage of this approach (Jerison, 1967) is 

that it allows the combination of hits and false alarms data 

in a meaningful fashion. Conversely, Jerison has also noted 

one possible area for misinterpretation within an SDT 

approach to vigilance. Jerison suggests that observers may 

not be deciding whether or not an event contains a signal 

but whether or not they (the observer) should attend at all. 

Jerison further suggests that in many cases signals are 

clearly differentiated from non-signal events. As such, the 

alert observer need only be alerted to the presence of the 

signal, once alerted the signal is detected. Beta, it is 

therefore suggested, may actually be an indication of 

whether or not the observer is alert and observing. The 

important point is that interpretations based on SDT must be 

made with careful consideration, since signals which are 
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clearly above threshold require no sensitivity measure. As 

such there is no indecision regarding the presence of a 

signal. Subjects, if observing optimally (Jerison, 1970) 

will not miss signals. 

As the preceding discussion indicates, there are a 

number of methods for evaluating vigilance performance. The 

methods presented above are especially useful because they 

are not necessarily specific to any of the theories 

regarding vigilance performance. The following section, 

therefore, concentrates on a number of the major theories 

regarding vigilance behavior. 

Although some theories have attempted to explain the 

overall level of vigilance performance, the majority of 

theories have attempted to explain the vigilance decrement. 

The major theories of vigilance performance are, inhibition 

theory (Mackworth, 1950), expectancy theory (Deese, 1955), 

observing responses (Holland, 1957, 1958), filter theory 

(Broadbent, 1957), arousal theory and a related habituation 

theory (Mackworth, 1968, 1969), and motivation theory 

(Smith, 1966). Each of these theories will be considered in 

turn. 
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Inhibition Theory 

In an attempt to explain the vigilance decrement, 

inhibition theory was suggested by Mackworth (1950) based on 

his research using the Clock Test. Davies and Parasuraman 

(1982) have since described inhibition as "a fatigue like 

construct which is considered to build up with each non-

reinforced occurrence of a conditioned response and, when 

the accumulation has become sufficiently great, the response 

no longer appears" (p. 10). 

The major criticism of inhibition theory is that 

although there is a decline in performance, the decline does 

not become cOJSolute. That is, after the initial decline, 

performance levels off at a point above which a literal 

interpretation of inhibition theory would predict. 

Mackworth (1957) responded to this criticism by suggesting 

that subjects developed expectations regarding future signal 

occurrence and these expectancies acted to maintain the 

level of performance which followed the initial decrement. 

Expectancy Theory 

Expectancy theory, as described by Deese (1955) 

indicates that observers perform an averaging process based 

on previous signal occurrences as a method of predicting 
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future signal occurrence. McGrath and O'Hanlon (1967) have 

shown that individuals do expect fewer signals as a task 

progresses this finding is consistent what would be expected 

to occur considering the effect of missed signals on such an 

averaging process. These authors, however, also found that 

subjects' ability to estimate short time intervals was 

unrelated to their vigilance performance. Based on this 

finding McGrath and O'Hanlon concluded that expectancies 

based on subjectively determined signal probabilities is not 

a major determinant of vigilance performance. 

Observing Responses 

Initially proposed by Holland (1957, 1958), this theory 

suggests that the expectancies described previously are the 

result of observing responses which may or may not have 

detected signals. Over time, the detection rate falls 

because the number of observing responses drops. As a 

result, fewer and fewer signals are detected. As fewer 

signals are detected, fewer signals are expected and the 

number of observing response continues to drop. It is the 

circular relationship between signal detection and observing 

responses that results in the vigilance decrement. 
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Although this theory has been criticized due to 

inconsistent results (Baker, 1960; Broadbent, 1963), Jerison 

(1970) has revived it by proposing three class of observing 

responses, optimal, sub-optimal, and distracted observing. 

Davies and Parasuraman (1982) indicate that while this 

approach seems plausible, the new version of expectancy 

theory has difficulty explaining decreases in observer 

sensitivity. Recently, however, additional support for this 

theory has been provided by Lanzetta, Dember, Warm, and 

Berch (1987). 

Filter Theory 

Broadbent proposed filter theory based in part on 

results obtained using the 'twenty dials' and 'twenty 

lights' tasks (Broadbent, 1950, 1951). As described by 

Davies and Parasuraman (1982), filter theory "attributes the 

vigilance decrement to periodic failures to take in task 

relevant information" (p. 14). The reason for these 

periodic lapses is that the filter which processes incoming 

stimulus information will begin to ignore sources of 

stimulation which are repetitive in favor of less repetitive 

stimulus sources. 
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The major criticisms of this theory are that (a) it is 

nearly impossible to distinguish this theory form that of 

observing responses (Davies and Parasuraman, 1982), and (b) 

the 'filter' itself represents a hypothetical construct 

which is difficult to confirm or disconfirm experimentally 

(Altmeyer, 1988). 

Arousal Theory 

This theory postulates that the monotonous nature of 

the vigilance task results in a decrease in the level of 

arousal in the central nervous system. The concept of 

arousal as applied to vigilance (Davies and Parasuraman, 

1982) "implies that detection efficiency depends upon the 

level of alertness" (p. 18). The major criticism of this 

theory has been that variables assumed to increase or 

decrease arousal have generated results which are at times 

inconsistent with what the theory predicts. Specifically, 

variables which should increase arousal (theoretically) do 

not always reduce the vigilance decrement; and conversely, 

variables which should decrease arousal (theoretically) do 

not always increase the vigilance decrement. 
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Habituation Theory 

The habituation theory of vigilance proposed by J.F. 

Mackworth (1968) is related to arousal theory. Habituation 

theory suggests that repetitive stimulation characteristic 

of vigilance tasks acts to habituate neural responses to 

these stimuli. Over time, the detection rate deteriorates 

because the response required for signal detection has 

habituated. Evidence for this theory has been limited. 

Motivation Theory 

Smith (1966) proposed that individuals could monitor 

displays and detect signals efficiently for as long as two 

hours. This theory suggests that the problem is not a 

reduction in the ability to detect signals which 

deteriorates over time. It is the subject's willingness to 

do so. If subjects are motivated appropriately, performance 

improvements should occur. Support for this theory has come 

from studies on knowledge of results, rewards and 

punishment, and motivational instruction (Davies and 

Parasuraman, 1982). Davies and Parasuraman also indicate, 

however, that while this theory has received a good deal of 

support, a purely motivational approach to vigilance 

performance can not explain all of the findings obtained. 
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A Taxonomic Approach 

From the preceding discussion it should be clear that a 

great deal of effort has gone into explaining vigilance 

performance. Unfortunately, although the volume of research 

surrounding vigilance performance has been extensive, 

consistent, reliable, and generalizable findings are 

limited. For instance, Koelega and Brinkman (1986) reviewed 

numerous studies related to the effects of noise on 

vigilance performance and concluded that "at present we know 

nothing about variable or intermittent noise in vigilance 

experiments" (p. 477) . This state of affairs is exemplified 

by the fact that in a recent issue of Human Factors three 

articles argued the utility of laboratory research in 

vigilance. 

In reviewing the theories described previously Davies 

and Parasuraman (1982) state that 

it is clearly important to determine at what levels of 
generality different theories of vigilance can be 
applied, and this objective framework could be more 
easily achieved if a taxonomic framework were available 
within which the characteristics of different tasks 
could be listed, with particular emphasis upon those 
most obviously associated with changes in performance. 
(p. 25) 

In attempts to provide a greater understanding of the 

findings in vigilance research thus far, Davies and 

Parasuraman (1982) have developed a taxonomy of vigilance 
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tasks based on what they consider the major task dimensions 

in vigilance situations. These dimensions are, 

discrimination type, sense modality, source complexity and 

time course of events. 

Discrimination Type 

Discrimination type is subdivided into simultaneous or 

successive discriminations. Simultaneous discriminations 

require the observer to detect specific stimuli 

configurations which are embedded in a more complex stimulus 

filed. Contrastingly, successive discriminations require 

the ability to compare successively presented events for 

identity of similarity to a standard. 

Sense Modality 

Obviously, sense modality refers to the sense through 

which the stimulus events are to be received and 

interpreted. In general, it can be said that vigilance 

performance across modalities does not differ significantly 

Similarities across sense modalities suggests that there is 

a 'central underlying process' involved in vigilance 

performance. For this reason, Davies and Parasuraman 

include sense modality in their taxonomy. 
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Source Complexity 

The third dimension in the Davies and Parasuraman 

taxonomy is source complexity. This dimension refers to the 

number of display sources the observer must attend. 

Generally, tasks are described as having single or multiple 

sources on which events and signals occur. 

Time Course of Events 

The final dimension within the taxonomy is time course 

of events. Time course of events refers to the rate at 

which events are presented. Davies and Parasuraman have 

divided this dimension into discrete-slow, discrete-fast, 

and continuous event rates. By way of reference, this 

dimension is similar to the discrete-dynamic event rate 

distinction described by Warm (1984). 

It is suggested that defining laboratory vigilance 

tasks using this taxonomy will provide a framework within 

which the findings of different studies can be compared. 
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A number of authors have recently examined the 

application of laboratory studies to applied vigilance 

settings (Mackie, 1987; Weiner, 1987; Adams, 1987). The 

primary concern has been the relationship between laboratory 

tasks which are generally chosen out of experimental 

convenience and real world tasks (Weiner, 1987). Although 

the current study does not intend to provide gross 

generalizations to real world situations, a major goal in 

the current study has been the attempt to develop a more 

realistic laboratory vigilance task. 

Mackie (1987) has indicated five shortcomings in the 

vigilance research conducted in laboratory settings. These 

are, (1) excessively high event rates, (2) excessively high 

signal rates, (3) overly simple discriminations, (4) 

unrealistically short task durations, and (5) the use of 

unrealistic environments. 

An additional concern (Warm, 1984; Monk, 1984) is the 

importance of a search component in many operational 

vigilance situations. As a result Monk has indicated the 

need for additional research using tasks which contain a 

search component. Visual search can be defined by two main 

characteristics, (a) spatial uncertainty of targets, and (b) 

target certainty (Monk, 1984). Spatial uncertainty refers 
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to the requirement that the specific location of signals 

(targets in Monk's terms) is unknown to the observer. That 

is the observer must 'find' the target embedded within the 

overall display. Target certainty is the requirement that 

once spatial uncertainty is removed (i.e., when the observer 

knows where to look) the target is obvious and readily 

detectable. 

The current study appreciates the requirement that each 

of these concerns receive careful consideration. To this 

end, the Davies and Parasuraman (1982) task taxonomy (see 

Appendix A) has been adopted for describing the current 

task. The Davies and Parasuraman taxonomy provides four 

major task dimensions along which a task can be described: 

discrimination type; sense modality; signal complexity; and 

time course of events. 

In terms of discrimination type, the current task 

recjuires simultaneous discrimination of specific stimulus 

configurations which are embedded in a more complex stimulus 

field. In terms of sense modality, the current task can be 

defined as a visual search task. The term search is 

included in the preceding statement because the signals to 

be detected during this task fit the definition provided by 

Monk (1984) regarding spatial uncertainty and target 
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certainty. Specifically, signals can occupy many, 

unpredictable locations on the display. And, if alerted to 

the location of a signal an observer can easily determine 

that the signal is present. 

In terms of source complexity, the current task can be 

defined as complex. In addition to the requirement that 

subjects monitor multiple sources on a single display, 

critical signals are defined in terms of a specific 

combination of these sources, a condition rarely found in 

laboratory vigilance tasks but a common part of actual 

process control tasks. Finally, in terms of the Davies and 

Parasuraman dimension time course of events, the current 

task can be classified as a continuous task in that the 

observer is relatively unaware at what point one event ends 

and another begins. As such, there are no opportunities for 

'rest breaks' between stimulus presentations because 

stimulus presentations appear (from the point of the 

observer) to be continuous. 

In terms of similarity to real world tasks, the current 

task provides a number of improvements over the tasks 

criticized by Mackie (1987). First, although the current 

task may appear to have an overly high event rate (since it 

the current has been defined as continuous) such an event 
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rate is likely to be more typical of search oriented tasks, 

particularly in process control. As an example, the dials 

in an aircraft cockpit may change values at any time, 

indicating changes in system status. There is no successive 

event rate for reading these dials and no indication as to 

when one stimulus event ends and another begins, the dials 

simply move. 

Second, the current task does propose the use of an 

overall number of signals in excess (most likely) of those 

found in real world tasks. However, the amount of 

literature on this point is limited since the collection of 

such data in the real world is extremely difficult (Weiner, 

1987); and the need to use enough signals to provide 

reliable results does exist. Still an attempt to keep the 

number of signals to a minimum (while still providing a 

sufficient number to provide interpretable results) has been 

undertaken. The current rate of five signals within each 

11-minute period results in an overall rate of approximately 

30 signals per hour. 

Another concern regarding the relationship between 

laboratory tasks and operational vigilance situations 

mentioned previously was the relatively simple 

discrimination generally recjuired in laboratory vigilance 
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tasks. In response, the current task uses a complex signal, 

comprised of combinations of information which must be found 

on multiple sources. It appears that, thus far, little 

research has examined signals which require combinations of 

information presented on multiple sources. A related 

variable which may be of interest here is the level of 

signal complexity. Recent findings suggest that complex 

signals in some tasks do not result in the characteristic 

vigilance decrement (Loeb, Noonan, Ash, and Holding, 1987). 

However, as far as the current author is aware, no research 

regarding complex signals similar to those used currently in 

a visual search task has been examined. Therefore, the 

current task has also included an examination of visual 

search performance under differing levels of signal 

complexity. In the current task the display (see Figure 1) 

contains six information sources (complex display). Signal 

complexity can be examined by comparing the detection of a 

signal which is a combined signal versus a single signal. 

The forth concern presented by Mackie is the fact that 

many laboratory vigilance tasks are overly short in duration 

(under 60 minutes). The current task addresses this concern 

by requiring an 88-minute vigil. 
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The final concern is the environment in which the 

vigilance task occurs. This is the primary weakness (in 

terms of similarity to real world tasks) of the present 

study. Data collection will occur within isolation booths, 

a setting dissimilar to most vigilance environments. Still, 

the need for control of extraneous variables overrides this 

concern. The need for environmental control in the current 

study is essential recalling that the primary goal of this 

study is to determine whether feedback regarding the length 

of time remaining in the vigil affects overall performance. 

Extraneous variables (i.e., noises, conversations, phones, 

etc.) might interact with the desired manipulations, thus 

providing uninterpretable results. 
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1 KEY OFFiCOMMON SN$,GROUP$,N$,SEX$,Bl,B2,B3,FILE1$,DRIVE$ 
2 PASS - 25 
3 PAZ « 196 
4 DIM T(25), SIGNAL(50) 
7 KEY 17, CHR$(1)+CHR$(86) 
10 SCREEN 2 
11 CLS: LOCATE 1,1:PRINT "PRESS RETURN;:INPUT W$:PRINT 
CHR$(7) 
12 LOCATE 2,1:PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO BEGIN.;:INPUT W$ 
20 PALETTE 3, &HF7B 
21 CLS:COLOR 1,0:LOCATE 10,30:PRINT :PLEASE WAIT "; 
24 DIM 
HIT(40),RST(40),FALSE(2000),TOTHIT(8),AVGRST(40),FALBLK(8) 
25 FOR I - 1 
26 FOR 1 = 1 
27 FOR 1 = 1 
30 CLS 
40 COLOR 2,0 
50 L(X:ATE 1,23:PRINT 
C A T 0 R"; 

TO 40:HIT(I) = 0:RST(I) = 0:NEXT I 
TO 2000:FALSE(I) = 0:NEXT I 
TO 8:T0THIT(I) = 0:NEXT I 

ft S Y S T E M S T A T U S I N D I 

150,75) 
150,75) 
150,75) 
150,75) 
370,75) 
370,75) 
370,75) 
370,75) 
590,75) 
590,75) 
590,75) 
590,75) 

100,3 
101,3 
102,3 
99,3 
100,3 
101,3 
102,3 
99,3 
100,3 
101,3 
102,3 
99,3 

60 
63 
64 
65 
70 
71 
72 
73 
80 
81 
82 
83 
90 
91 
92 
93 
100 
101 
102 
103 
110 
111 
112 
113 
120 REM 
130 COLOR 2,0 
140 CIRCLE (150,75),5,3 

CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 
CIRCLE 

150,185),100,3 
150,185),101,3 
150,185),102,3 
150,185) ,99,3 
(370,185),100,3 
(370,185),101,3 
(370,185),102,3 
(370,185),99,3 
(590,185),100,3 
(590,185),101,3 
(590,185),102,3 
(590,185),99,3 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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145 
150 
155 
160 
165 
170 
175 
180 
185 
190 
195 
300 
310 
320 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
590 
600 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
685 
690 
695 
696 
697 
700 
701 
702 
703 
704 

PAINT (150,75),3,3 
CIRCLE (370,75),5,3 
PAINT (370,75),3,3 
CIRCLE (590,75),5,3 
PAINT (590,75),3,3 
CIRCLE (150,185),5,3 
PAINT (150,185),3,3 
CIRCLE (370,185),5,3 
PAINT (370,185),3,3 
CIRCLE (370,185),5,3 
PAINT (370,185),3,3 
TABLE$ - "EVENT2.DAT" 
DRIVE$ - "F:" 
FILE1$ = DRIVE+TABLE$ 
COLOR 1,0 
LOCATE 4,18:PRINT "100" 

8,8:PRINT "0" 
4,46:PRINT "100" 
8,36:PRINT "0" 
4,73:PRINT "100" 
8,63:PRINT "0" 
15,18:PRINT "100' 

LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCIATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
COLOR 
GOSUB 
GOSUB 
GOSUB 
GOSUB 
GOSUB 
GOSUB 
IF 
IF 

19,8:PRINT 
15,46:PRINT 
19,36:PRINT 
15,73:PRINT 
19,63:PRINT 
5,11:PRINT 
5,39:PRINT 
5,66:PRINT 
16,11:PRINT 
16,39:PRINT 
16,66:PRINT 

2,0 

"0" 
"100" 
"0" 
"100" 
"0" 

"50" 
"50" 
"50" 
"50" 
"50" 
"50" 

1100 
2100 
3100 
4100 
5100 
6100 

FILE1$ = 
FILE1$ = 

"H:EVENT2.DAT" THEN SIGMOV = 2 
"H:EVENT1.DAT" THEN SIGMOV = 1 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

OPEN FILE1$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
SIGNUM = 0:SIGCNT = 0 
A = TIMER 
ON KEY(17) GOSUB 15000:KEY(17) ON 
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705 FOR TRIAL - 1 TO 2000 
708 SIGCNT - 0 
709 IF (TRIAL - Bl) OR (TRIAL - B2) OR (TRIAL - B3) THEN 
PRINT CHR$(7); 
715 INPUT #1, TR 
720 FOR K - 1 TO 6 
730 INPUT #1, EVENT 
735 IF EVENT = 5 THEN SIGCNT = SIGCNT+1 
740 ON K GOSUB 5000,1000,6000,2000,4000,3000 
750 NEXT K 
760 INPUT #1, EVENT 
770 NEXT TRIAL 
775 B = TIMER:CLOSE #1:CLS:PRINT "THIS ENDS THE EXPERIMENT -
THANK YOU"; 
776 FOR I = 1 TO 10:Y$ = INKEY$:NEXT I:INPUT W$ 
777 PRINT "TOTAL TIME = ";(INT(((B-A/60)*100))/lOO:PRINT 
"PRESS RETURN";:INPUT W$ 
780 GOTO 12000 
1000 REM ************************************ 
1010 ON EVENT GOSUB 1100, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500 
1020 RETURN 
1100 REM ********************** DIAL 1 0 ON 

1110 COLOR 0,0:LINE (143,73)-(81-60) :LINE (157,77)- (173-81) 
1115 LINE (143,73)-(81-60):LINE (157,77)-173,81) 
1120 COLOR 2,0:LINE (142,75)- (70,75) :LINE (158,75)- (178,75) 
1130 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
1140 RETURN 
1200 REM ******************* DIAL 1 - 25 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

1210 COLOR 0,0:LINE (142,75)- (70,75) :LINE (158,75)- (173,81) 
1220 LINE (144,73)-(99,49) :LINE (156,78)- (169,85) 
1230 COLOR 2,0:LINE (143,73)-(81,60):LINE (157,77)-(173,81) 
1240 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
1250 RETURN 
1300 REM ******************* DIAL 1 - 50 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

1310 COLOR 0,0:LINE (143,73)-(81,60):LINE (157,77)-(173,81) 
1320 LINE (146,79)-(120,42) :LINE (154,80)- (161,87) 
1330 COLOR 2,0:LINE (144,72)-(99,49) :LINE (156,78)-(169,85) 
1340 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
1350 RETURN 
1400 REM ******************* DIAL 1 - 75 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

1410 COLOR 0,0:LINE (144,72)- (99,49) :LINE (156,78)- (169,85) 
1420 LINE (150,70)-(150,40) :LINE (150,80)- (150,88) 
1430 COLOR 2,0:LINE (146,70)- (120,42) :LINE (154,80)- (150,88) 
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1440 FOR I - 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
1450 RETURN 
1500 REM ******************* DIAL 1 - 100 ON 

1510 COLOR 0,0:LINE (146,70)- (120,42):LINE (154,80)- (161,87) 
1515 LINE (146,70)-(120,42):LINE (154,80)-(161,87) 
1520 COLOR 2,0:LINE (150,70)-(150,40):LINE (150,80)-(150,88) 
1525 IF SIGCNT = SIGMOV THEN SIGNUM=SIGNUM+1 
1527 IF SIGCNT <> SIGMOV THEN GOTO 1530 
1528 ET = TIMER 
1529 FOR I - 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I:GOSUB 14 00 
1530 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
1540 RETURN 
2000 REM 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

2010 ON EVENT GOSUB 2100,2200,2300,2400,2500 
2020 RETURN 
2100 REM ********************** DIAL 2 - 0 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

2110 COLOR 0,0:LINE (363, 73)-(305, 60) :LINE (378,77)- (393,81) 
2115 LINE (363,73)-(305,60):LINE (377,77)-(393,81) 
2120 COLOR 2,0:LINE (362,75)-(294,75) :LINE (378, 75)-(398, 75)' 
2130 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
2140 RETURN 
2200 REM ******************* DIAL 2 - 25 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

2210 COLOR 0,0:LINE (362,75)- (294,75):LINE (378,75)-(398,81) 
2220 LINE (364,73)-(322,49) :LINE (376,78)- (389,85) 
2230 COLOR 2,0:LINE (363,73)-(305,60) :LINE (377, 77)-(393, 81) 
2240 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
2250 RETURN 
2300 REM ******************* DIAL 2 - 50 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

2310 COLOR 0,0:LINE (363, 73) -(305, 60) :LINE (376,77)- (389,81) 
2320 LINE (366,79)-(343,42):LINE (374,80)-(381,87) 
2330 COLOR 2,0:LINE (364,72)- (322,49) :LINE (377,78)-(393,85) 
2340 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
2350 RETURN 
2400 REM ******************* DIAL 2 - 75 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

2410 COLOR 0,0:LINE (364,72)- (322,49) :LINE (376,78)-(389,85) 
2420 LINE (370,70)-(370,40) :LINE (370,80)- (370,88) 
2430 COLOR 2,0:LINE (366,70)- (343,42) :LINE (374,80)- (381,88) 
2440 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
2450 RETURN 
2500 REM ******************* DIAL 2 - 100 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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2510 COLOR 0,0:LINE (366,70)-(343,42):LINE (374,80)- (381,87) 
2515 LINE (366,70)-(343,42):LINE (374,80)-(381,87) 
2520 COLOR 2,0:LINE (370,70)-(370,40):LINE (370,80)- (370,88) 
2525 IF SIGCNT » SIGMOV THEN SIGNUM-SIGNUM+1 
2527 IF SIGCNT <> SIGMOV THEN GOTO 2530 
2528 ET - TIMER 
2529 FOR I - 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I:GOSUB 2400 
2530 FOR I - 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
2540 RETURN 
3000 REM 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

3010 ON EVENT GOSUB 3100,3200,3300,3400,3500 
3020 RETURN 
3100 REM ********************** DIAL 3 - 0 ON 

3110 COLOR 0,0:LINE (583,73)-(520,60):LINE (597,77)-(613,81) 
3115 LINE (583,73)-(520,60):LINE (597,77)-(613, 81) 
3120 COLOR 2,0:LINE (582,75)-(511,75):LINE (598,75)-(618,75) 
3130 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
3140 RETURN 
3200 REM ******************* DIAL 3 - 25 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

3210 COLOR 0,0:LINE (582,75)-(511,75):LINE (598,75)- (618,81) 
3220 LINE (584,73)-(540,49) :LINE (596,78)- (609,85) 
3230 COLOR 2,0:LINE (583, 73)-(520,60) :LINE (597,77)-(613, 81) 
3240 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
3250 RETURN 
3300 REM ******************* DIAL 3 - 50 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

3310 COLOR 0,0:LINE (583,73)-(520,60):LINE (597, 77)-(613, 81) 
3320 LINE (586,79)-(561,42):LINE (594,80)-(601,87) 
3330 COLOR 2,0:LINE (584,72)-(540,49):LINE (596,78)-(609,85) 
3340 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
3350 RETURN 
3400 REM ******************* DIAL 3 - 75 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

3410 COLOR 0,0:LINE (584,72)- (540,49) :LINE (596,78)- (609,85) 
3420 LINE (590,70)-(590,40):LINE (590,80)-(590,88) 
3430 COLOR 2,0:LINE (586,70)- (561,42) :LINE (594,80)- (601,88) 
3440 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
3450 RETURN 
3500 REM ******************* DIAL 3 - 100 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

3510 COLOR 0,0:LINE (586,70)-(561,42):LINE (594,80)-(601,87) 
3515 LINE (586,70)-(561,42):LINE (594,80)-(601,87) 
3520 COLOR 2,0:LINE (590,70)-(590,40):LINE (590,80)-(590,88) 
3525 IF SIGCNT = SIGMOV THEN SIGNUM=SIGNUM+1 
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3527 IF SIGCNT <> SIGMOV THEN GOTO 3530 
3528 ET - TIMER 
3529 FOR I - 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I:GOSUB 34 00 
3530 FOR I - 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
3540 RETURN 
4000 REM ************************************ 
4010 ON EVENT GOSUB 4100, 4200, 4300, 4400, 4500 
4020 RETURN 
4100 REM ********************** DIAL 4 - 0 ON 

4110 COLOR 0,0:LINE (143,183)- (81,170) :LINE (157,187)-
(173,191) 
4115 LINE (143,183)-(81,170):LINE (157,187)-(173,191) 
4120 COLOR 2,0:LINE (142,185)- (70,185) :LINE (158,185)-
(178,185) 
4130 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
4140 RETURN 
4200 RE>! ******************* DIAL 4 - 25 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

4210 COLOR 0,0:LINE (142,185)- (70,185) :LINE (158,185)-
(173,185) 
4220 LINE (144,182)-(99,159):LINE (156,188)-(169,195) 
4230 COLOR 2,0:LINE (143,183)- (81,170) :LINE (157,187)-
(173,191) 
4240 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
4250 RETURN 
4300 REM ******************* DIAL 4 - 50 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

4310 COLOR 0,0:LINE (143,183)- (81,170) :LINE (157,187)-
(173,191) 
4320 LINE (146,180)-(120,152):LINE (154,189)- (161,197) 
4330 COLOR 2,0:LINE (144,182)- (99,159) :LINE (156,188)-
(169,195) 
4340 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
4350 RETURN 
4400 REM ******************* DIAL 4 - 75 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

4410 COLOR 0,0:LINE (144,182)- (99,159) :LINE (156,187)-
(169,195) 
4420 LINE (150,182)-(150,148) :LINE (150,190)- (150,198) 
4430 COLOR 2,0:LINE (146,180)-(120,152) :LINE (154,188)-
(150,197) 
4440 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
4450 RETURN 
4500 REM ******************* DIAL 4 - 100 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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4510 COLOR 0,0:LINE (146,180)-(120,152) :LINE (154,189)-
(161,197) 
4515 LINE (146,180)-(120,152):LINE (154,189)-(161,197) 
4520 COLOR 2,0:LINE (150,180)- (150,148):LINE (150,190)-
(150,198) 
4525 IF SIGCNT - SIGMOV THEN SIGNUM=SIGNUM+1 
4527 IF SIGCNT <> SIGMOV THEN GOTO 4530 
4528 ET = TIMER 
4529 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I:GOSUB 4400 
4530 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
4540 RETURN 
5000 REM 

5010 ON EVENT GOSUB 5100,5200,5300,5400,5500 
2020 RETURN 
5100 REM ********************** DIAL 5 - 0 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

5110 COLOR 0,0:LINE (363,183)-(305,170):LINE (378,187)-
(393,191) 
5115 LINE (363,183)-(305,170) :LINE (377,187)- (393,191) 
5120 COLOR 2,0:LINE (362,185)-(294,185):LINE (378,185)-
(398,185) 
5130 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
5140 RETURN 
5200 REM ******************* DIAL 5 - 25 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

5210 COLOR 0,0:LINE (362,185)- (294,185):LINE (378,185)-
(398,185) 
5220 LINE (364,182)-(322,159) :LINE (376,188)- (389,195) 
5230 COLOR 2,0:LINE (363,183)-(305,170):LINE (377,187)-
(393,191) 
5240 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
5250 RETURN 
5300 REM ******************* DIAL 5 - 50 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

5310 COLOR 0,0:LINE (363,183)- (305,170) :LINE (377,187)-
(393,191) 
5320 LINE (366,180)-(343,152) :LINE (374,189)- (381,197) 
5330 COLOR 2,0:LINE (364,182)-(322,159) :LINE (376,188)-
(389,195) 
5340 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
5350 RETURN 
5400 REM ******************* DIAL 5 - 75 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

5410 COLOR 0,0:LINE (364,182)- (322,159) :LINE (376,188)-
(389,195) 
5420 LINE (370,180)-(370,152) :LINE (370,190)- (370,198) 
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5430 COLOR 2,0:LINE (366,180)-(343,152):LINE (374,189)-
(381,197) 
5440 FOR I - 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
5450 RETURN 
5500 REM ******************* DIAL 5 - 100 ON 

5510 COLOR 0,0:LINE (366,180)- (343,152) :LINE (374,189)-
(381,197) 
5515 LINE (366,180)-(343,152):LINE (374,189)- (381,197) 
5520 COLOR 2,0:LINE (370,180)- (370,148):LINE (370,190)-
(370,198) 
5525 IF SIGCNT - SIGMOV THEN SIGNUM=SIGNUM+1 
5527 IF SIGCNT <> SIGMOV THEN GOTO 5530 
5528 ET = TIMER 
5529 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I:GOSUB 5400 
5530 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
5540 RETURN 
6000 REM 

6010 ON EVENT GOSUB 6100,6200,6300,6400,6500 
6020 RETURN 
6100 REM ********************** DIAL 6 - 0 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

6110 COLOR 0,0:LINE (583,183)- (520,170) :LINE (597,187)-
(613,191) 
6115 LINE (583,180)-(520,170):LINE (597,187)-(613,191) 
6120 COLOR 2,0:LINE (582,185)- (511,185) :LINE (598,185)-
(618,185) 
6130 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
6140 RETURN 
6200 REM ******************* DIAL 6 - 25 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

6210 COLOR 0,0:LINE (582,185)- (511,185) :LINE (598,185)-
(618,185) 
6220 LINE (584,182)-(540,159) :LINE (596,188)- (609,195) 
6230 COLOR 2,0:LINE (583,183)-(520,170):LINE (597,187)-
(613,191) 
6240 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
6250 RETURN 
6300 REM ******************* DIAL 6 - 50 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

6310 COLOR 0,0:LINE (583,183)- (520,170) :LINE (597,187)-
(613,191) 
6320 LINE (586,180)-(561,152) :LINE (594,189)- (601,197) 
6330 COLOR 2,0:LINE (584,182)- (540,159) :LINE (596,188)-
(609,195) 
6340 FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
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6350 RETURN 
6400 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * DIAL 6 - 75 ON 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ ^ ^ ^ 

6410 COLOR 0 , 0 : L I N E ( 5 8 4 , 1 8 2 ) - ( 5 4 0 , 1 5 9 ) : L I N E ( 5 9 6 , 1 8 8 ) 
( 6 0 9 , 1 9 5 ) 
6420 LINE ( 5 9 0 , 1 8 0 ) - ( 5 9 0 , 1 5 2 ) :LINE ( 5 9 0 , 1 9 0 ) - ( 5 9 0 , 1 9 8 ) 
6430 COLOR 2 , 0 : L I N E ( 5 8 6 , 1 8 0 ) - ( 5 6 1 , 1 5 2 ) :LINE ( 5 9 4 , 1 8 9 ) 
( 6 0 1 , 1 9 7 ) 
6440 FOR I « 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
6450 RETURN 
6500 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * DIAL 6 - 100 ON 

6510 
( 6 0 1 , 
6515 
6520 
( 5 9 0 , 
6525 
6527 
6528 
6529 
6530 
6540 
10000 
10010 
10020 
10030 
10035 
10040 
10050 
11000 
12000 
12001 
12002 
12003 
12004 
12005 
12006 
12010 
12012 
12013 
12015 
12017 
12018 
12020 
12022 
12024 

COLOR 0 , 0 : L I N E ( 5 8 6 , 1 8 0 ) - ( 5 6 1 , 1 5 2 ) :LINE ( 5 9 4 , 1 8 9 ) 
197) 
LINE ( 5 8 6 , 1 8 0 ) - ( 5 6 1 , 1 5 2 ) : L I N E ( 5 9 4 , 1 8 9 ) - ( 6 0 1 , 1 9 7 ) 
COLOR 2 , 0 : L I N E ( 5 9 0 , 1 8 0 ) - ( 5 9 0 , 1 9 0 ) :LINE ( 5 9 0 , 1 9 0 ) 
198) 
I F SIGCNT = SIGMOV THEN SIGNUM=SIGNUM+1 
I F SIGCNT <> SIGMOV THEN GOTO 6530 
ET = TIMER 
FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I:GOSUB 64 00 
FOR I = 1 TO PAZ:NEXT I 
RETURN 

{^£|yj * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Y$="" 
Y$=INKEY$ 
C=C+1 
I F C=5 THEN GOTO 11000 
I F Y $ = " J " THEN GOTO 12000 
GOTO 1000 
END 
CLS:LOCATE 1 0 , 3 0 : P R I N T "SCORING D A T A . . . " 
CNT = 0 : BLK = 1:GOSUB 13000 
FOR I =1 TO 2000 
CNT = CNT + 1 
FALBLK(BLK) = FALBLK(BLK) + FALSE(I) 
I F ( I N T ( C N T / 2 5 0 ) ) = (CNT/250) THEN BLK = BLK + 1 
NEXT I 
FOR I = 1 TO 8 
PRINT "BLOCK " ; I ; " 
LPRINT "BLOCK " ; I ; " 
FOR J = 1 TO 5 
TOTHIT(I) = TOTHIT(I) 
AVGRST(I) = AVGRST(I) 
PRINT H I T ( ( I * 5 ) - ( 5 - J ) ; " 
LPRINT H I T ( ( I * 5 ) - ( 5 - J ) ; " 
NEXT J 

• I 

I I 

+ 
+ 

H I T ( ( I * 5 ) - ( 5 - J ) ) 
R S T ( ( I * 5 ) - ( 5 - J ) ) 

I I 
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12025 AVGRST(I) - (INT((AVGRST(I)/TOTHIT(I))*100))/lOO 
12028 PRINT "TOTAL HITS ";TOTHIT(I);" ";"FALSE 
";FALBLK(I);" ";"AVGRST ";AVGRST(I) 
12029 LPRINT "TOTAL HITS ";TOTHIT(I);" ";"FALSE 
";FALBLK(I);"AVGRST(I) 
12030 NEXT I 
12040 FOR I - 1 TO 10:Y$-INKEY$:NEXT I:INPUT W$:SCREEN 0:END 
13000 REIM ************************************************** 
13010 REM *********** HEADER FOR PRINTOUT ****************** 
13020 REM ************************************************** 
13030 LPRINT "SUBJECT NAME: ";N$ 
13040 LPRINT "SUBJECT NUMBER: ";SN$ 
13050 LPRINT "SUBJECT SEX: ";SEX$ 
13060 LPRINT "GROUP: ";GROUP 
13065 LPRINT 
13070 RETURN 
15000 REM ************************************************** 
15010 RT = TIMER 
15020 IF (RT-ET)<=3 
15025 IF (RT-ET)<=3 
15027 IF (RT-ET)<=0 
15030 RETURN 

THEN HIT(SIGNUM)=1 
THEN RST(SIGNUM)=(RT-ET) 
OR (RT-ET)>3 THEN FALSE(TRIAL) = 1 
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CONSENT FORM 

I understand and agree that: 
1. I am going to participate in a psychological 

experiment. 
2. I will receive compensation in the form of 2 bonus 

points for participation in the experiment. 
3. I will not be penalized in any way for dropping out 

of this experiment at anytime. 
4. Although all of the manipulations during the 

experimental procedure cannot be disclosed at this time, I 
will be told about the experiment and my questions about it 
will be answered after my participation. 

5. I will not discuss this experiment with other 
students because this might endanger the results of the 
study. 

This experiment is being conducted under the auspices of Dr. 
Charles G. Halcomb, Department of Psychology, Experimental 
Division (phone 742-3722) who shares responsibility for the 
well-being of all participants. Dr. Halcomb agrees to 
answer any inquires that I may have concerning the 
procedures and has informed me that I may contact the Texas 
Tech University Institutional Review Board for the 
Protection of Human Subjects by writing them in care of the 
Office of Research Service, Texas Tech 79409, or by calling 
742-3884. 

If this research project causes any physical injury to 
participants, treatment is not necessarily available at the 
Texas Tech University or the Student Heath Center, nor is 
there necessarily any insurance carried by the University or 
its personnel applicable to cover any such injury. 
Financial compensation for any such injury must be provided 
through the participant's own insurance program. Further 
information about these matters may be obtained from Dr. 
Donald R. Haragan, Vice-president for Research and Graduate 
Studies, Room 118, Administration Building, Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock, Texas 79409, or by calling 742-2152. 

Signature of Participant 
date / / 

Signature of Investigator 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

During this experiment you will participate in a 
sustained attention task. The task requires you to monitor 
a display, occasionally responding to infrequent 'signals' 
which occur. Here is an example of the display (show the 
subject figure 1, or a version of this figure indicating a 
simple signal). 

As you can see, the display is comprised of six dials, 
arranged in two rows of three dials each. Each dial is 
configured such that the number 0 appears at nine o'clock 
position and the number 100 appears at the twelve o'clock 
position. And, the number 50 is located half way between 
the 0 and the 100. Each dial also has a pointer and this 
pointer will move within the range 0 to 100. 

Your task is to observe the dials and press the ENTER 
key whenever a 'signal' occurs. A signal is defined as any 
instance where 

(simple signal) - any dial points to the number 100. 
(dual signal) - any two dials point to the number 100. 

(At this point the experimenter makes sure that the subject 
is able to identify the signal which appears on the Figure 
and then asks the subject to be seated in one of the booths. 
Next the experimenter shows the subject which key to press 
when signals occur - the ENTER key. Then the practice task 
begins.) 
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MANIPULATIONS 

These instructions are presented by the experimenter 
following the practice session. 
All ML groups 

Now we are ready to start the actual task. During the 
task you will hear a beep (or three beeps, depending on 
experimental condition). This beep (or these 3 beeps) is 
(are) left over from a previous experiment and you don't 
have to do anything when you hear it (them). The beep (or 
beeps) had no effect in the other experiment so we simply 
left it (them) in. You can ignore it (them). 
MF groups 

Now we are ready to start the actual task. During the 
task you will hear 

(beep at one half point) - a beep when you have 
completed half of the task. 

(beep at three quarter point) - a beep when you have 
completed three quarters of the task. 

(three beeps, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4) - three beeps, one when 
you have completed one quarter of the task, one when you 
have completed half of the task, and then one when you have 
completed three quarters of the task. 

The beep(s) is (are) presented simply to let you know 
how much of the task you have completed. 
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Name: 

Sex: 

R E A C T I O N S 

Please take a few moments to write down your thoughts 
and reactions towards this task. How did you feel about 
this task? What things made it easier (or harder)? What 
things WOULD make it easier (or harder)? 

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED THIS PAGE 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

The statements in the following questionnaire refer to 
your perceptions of the sustained attention task you've just 
completed. Read each statement and determine to what degree 
the statement is true for you. Possible responses to 
statements are: 

(1) - very untrue 
(2) - untrue 
(3) - slightly true 
(4) - true 
(5) - very true 

Indicate your choice for each question by circling the 
correct response. 

1. The sustained attention task was interesting. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

2. I found it difficult to maintain my performance during 
the task. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

3. I was frustrated during the task. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

4. It would have been helpful to know how long the task 
would last. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

5. The beep(s) which occurred did not influence my 
performance (Some subjects did not receive beeps so skip 
this question if you heard no beeps). 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

6. I was very bored during the task. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
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A disturbing finding in both the primary and secondary 

analyses presented was the large number of F values found to 

be less then one. In an unpublished paper, George has 

indicated that such findings are often found in split-plot 

experimental designs and can be caused by the inability of 

the collected data to meet the assumptions underlying the 

analysis of variance test. 

To examine the possibility that the assumptions for the 

F test were not met. Hartley's Fmax test was conducted for 

the main effect of tone occurrence, tone meaning, and the 

related interaction (see Tables 20, 21, and 22, 

respectively). The results presented in Tables 20, 21 and 

22 suggest that the assumption of homogeneity of variance 

was met for the main effect of tone occurrence, the main 

effect of tone meaning, and the interaction of these effects 

(critical Fmax values were interpolated visually). 

George also suggests that it may be useful for 

determining the possibility that the sample was drawn from 

more than one population. The overall frequency 

distributions for both the primary and secondary analyses 

appear in Figure 6. Frequency distributions for individual 

groups in the primary analysis appear in Figure 7 (tone 
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Table 20 

Hartley's Fmax Test for Main Effect of Tone Occurrence 

Analysis Level R DF Fmax Calculated 

Primary: 

Hit Rate 3 159 1.053 

Hit Reaction Time 3 159 1.189 

Secondary: 

Hit Rate 3 159 1.225 

Hit Reaction Time 3 159 1.500 

Critical Fmax values (0.05 level) 

DF 3/60 - 1.85 

DF 3/INF. - 1.00 

R - Number of Variances 
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Table 21 

Hartley's Fmax Test for Main Effect of Tone Meaning 

Analysis Level R DF Fmax Calculated 

Primary: 

Hit Rate 2 239 1.385 

Hit Reaction Time 2 239 1.108 

Secondary: 

Hit Rate 2 239 1.040 

Hit Reaction Time 2 239 1.123 

Critical Fmax values (0.05 level) 

DF 2/60 - 1.67 

DF 2/INF. - 1.00 

R - Number of Variances 
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Table 22 

Hartley's Fmax Test for the Interaction Between Tone 
Occurrence and Tone Meaning 

Analysis Level R DF Fmax Calculated 

Primary: 

Hit Rate 6 79 2.028 

Hit Reaction Time 6 79 1.835 

Secondary: 

Hit Rate 6 79 2.030 

Hit Reaction Time 6 79 1.720 

Critical Fmax values (0.05 level) 

DF 6/60 - 2.11 

DF 6/INF. - 1.00 

R - Number of Variances 
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Frecjuency 

1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

a) Primary Analysis 

Fretjuency 

1 2 3 4 5 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

b) Secondary Analysis 

Figure 6. Overall Frequency Distributions for Hit Data 
Primary and Secondary Analyses. 
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Fre(juency 

1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

a) Pri.T.ary Ana lys i s 

Freijuency 

1 2 3 4 5 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

b) Secondary Analysis 

Figure 7. Frequency Distributions of Hit Data for Tone 
Occurrence at 1/2 Point. 
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occurrence at 1/2 point). Figure 8 (tone occurrence at 3/4 

point), and Figure 9 (tone occurrence at 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 

points). Frequency distributions for individual groups in 

the secondary analysis appear in Figure 10 (no tone 

conditions). Figure 11 (three meaningful tone conditions), 

and Figure 12 (three meaningless tone conditions). 

Visual examination of the overall and individual group 

frequency distributions for the primary analysis suggests 

the possibility that an uncontrolled individual difference 

variable may have interacted with the experimental 

manipulations to produce non-normal distributions for the 

hit rate measure. This possibility seems plausible 

especially when one recalls that the Hill and Perkins model 

of boredom suggests the interplay of personality 

characteristics during the experience of boredom. Perhaps 

the interplay of these variables in the experience of 

boredom was differentially influenced by the manipulation 

used in the current study. This possibility suggests the 

need for additional research towards the understanding of 

the role of personality characteristics in the experience of 

boredom. 

Visual examination of the overall and individual group 

frequency distributions for the secondary analysis (refer to 

the single signal data since dual signal frequency 
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Frequency 

35-

30-
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1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

a) Primary Analysis 

Fretjuency 

7 

0 
1 2 3 4 

Total Number of Hits per Block 
b) Secondary Analysis 

Figure 8. Frequency Distributions of Hit Data for Tone 
Occurrence at 3/4 Point. 
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Frequency 

1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

a) Frir.ary Analysis 

Frequency 

1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

b) Secondary Analysis 

Fiqure 9. Frequency Distributions of Hit Data for Tone 
Occurrence at 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 Points. 
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Frequency 

1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

a) Prirary Analysis 

Frequency 

1 2 3 4 5 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

b) Secondary Analysis 

Fiqure 10. Frequency Distributions of Hit Data under No Tone Conditions. 
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Frequency 

1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

a) Prir.ary Analysis 

Frequency 

1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

b) Secondary Analysis 

Figure 11. Frequency Distributions of Hit Data under Three 
Meaningful Tone Conditions. 
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Frequency 

1 2 3 4 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

a) Prirr.ary Analysis 

Frequency 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
Total Number of Hits per Block 

b) Secondary Analysis 

Figure 12. Frequency Distributions of Hit Data under Three 
Meaningless Tone Conditions. 
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distributions are also presented for the primary analysis 

discussion above) provide results similar to those presented 

for primary analysis. 
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The task was simple / not difficult. 

The task was dull / boring. 

It was hard to stay awake / The task was tiring. 

Dividing the Task into parts would make it easier. 

It would help to have some indication of the time. 

The task was tedious / repetitive / monotonous. 

The number of dials makes a difference (various comments). 

The task was too long. 

The booth was too long. 

I didn't like the colors on the display / or the brightness 

The time went by quickly. 

The experiment was interesting. 

The task would be easier if the hands moved slower. 

Changing positions in the booth made it easier. 

It would help to add music or other noise. 

It was hard to maintain my concentration / attention. 

There should be more varied stimulation. 

Time passed slowly. 

Various comments regarding the temperature of the booth. 

I liked the colors. 

Signals should occur more often. 

The task caused eye strain. 
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It was like a game. 

Being in the booth with no distractions helped. 

I thought about other things. 

The tones helped. 

It was tough to focus on the screen. 

The task was demanding. 

Focusing on the center of the screen made the task easier. 

A larger screen would help. 

The task was fun. 

I sang during the task. 

The task was not simple or difficult. 

Make the signals more predictable. 


